
Appendix F: Table of questionnaire responses submitted by 

individuals 
 

Comments received regarding the Vision 

• Infrastructure - schools and roads etc appears hopelessly inadequate.  • The selection of sights seems 

to have ignored or taken scant notice of AONB status  • The Secretts site would appear to be the logical 

conclusion and should be given time to be fully explored and integrated within the plan - it appears to 

warrant more than its last-minute entry status and was originally supported by residence - surely a 

pointer to common sense and the people having a say in their area. 

A worthy vision but there are so many examples of similar ‘visions’ across the UK to justify 

inappropriate building developments that fail to materialise. This is green land and we should build on 

brownfield spaces of which there are many. 

Any new housing should be put where the natural boundaries of villages/hamlets can be maintained.    

It is essential to preserve rural spaces between villages / hamlets and creeping merger of settlements 

must be avoided. This is particularly valid where there are infill sites suitable for developments within 

the boundary. 

Any new housing should be put where the natural boundaries of villages/hamlets can be maintained.    

It is essential to preserve rural spaces between villages / hamlets and creeping merger of settlements 

must be avoided. This is particularly valid where there are infill sites suitable for developments within 

the boundary. 

At the end of the final sentence - an additional comment is required to ensure that the landscape and 

internationally important natural habitats are not only protected from development but also from 

excessive visitor and dog walking pressure ( hence the need for appropriate SANGS  elsewhere away 

from the designated sensitive areas)  

During any development steps will be taken to minimise disruption of the day to day life of existing 

residents. 

'enough off-street parking for residents and visitors'  replaced by  'enough off-street parking to meet 

the needs of each new development for residents and visitors'    we do not have enough off-street 

parking for the existing vehicle population 

Far too much development is being proposed. The rural nature of the area surrounding Witley will be 

destroyed  

Fewer houses please, the traffic on Station Lane is already far too much. 

From an AONB aspect 

Given the age and style of the houses in the old part of Milford, I do not believe that the new houses 

will integrate well with the existing houses.    Given the phenomenal increase in the number of houses, 

the areas of beautiful landscape will be negatively impacted even if protected from development 

Housing should be limited to very small developments and should never be built on land that has 

special designation status i.e. green belt or where historic covenants exist. There should b no village 

creep. 

Housing should be located so as to preserve the natural boundary and rural separation between the 

villages and hamlets in the parish. Developments extending village boundaries should be resisted 

where possible and where infill alternatives exist.  

I am concerned re current stresses on infrastructure and impact on our greenbelt 

I am very concerned that because Waverley are responsible for the housing and Surrey Highways for 

the Roads and Pavements the two local authorities will not talk to each other to ensure improved 

infrastructure is added to support the new housing.  I am very concerned that Surrey Highways feel the 

very narrow pavement not wide enough for a pushchair or wheelchair on Station Road is sufficient 

when the road is two narrow for a lorry and a van to pass.  This is the main route to the railway station 

and also from the station to the local schools. 

I can't believe it will be possible to provide enough off-street parking. 



Comments received regarding the Vision 

I have reservations about the details of the plan for housing and those for traffic management 

I know we need housing but I feel it should only be affordable housing.  The cost of living starting with 

council tax in this area rules out affordable.  With regards new housing which won’t be affordable, there 

is so much unsold new build already, and also many houses being on the market for more than a 

couple of years, I don’t subscribe to more housing needed in this area. 

I like the vision but I think the different levels of 'achievability' between, say, housing standards (quite 

high) and traffic management (quite low) introduces an element of ambiguity right at the start. 

I oppose development on Milford Golf Course and support development on Secretts and other sites 

I support the vision and understand the need for it, however we have strong reservations about the 

development of Secretts land and would like more information on the proposed development. We live 

on Primrose Ridge and back onto Secretts Land, just this week we have some a wide abundance of 

wildlife in the farm - wide variety of birds, woodpeckers, pheasants, rabbits, badgers, deer - you will be 

removing some of their natural habitats.  I would like to understand to what height the building would 

be built and whether large tress will be planted along the dividing line to maintain a natural viewscape 

for the owners or houses on Primrose Ridge.  Very importantly the traffic is a large concern. We are 

currently in the triangle of three proposed developments - Milford Golf Club, Ockford Ridge and 

Secretts.  Already the traffic at 8am is terrible and once those three developments are complete it will 

be unbearable. 

I support the vision but believe it to be a case of rhetoric over actual substance  

I support this vision but do not believe that development on Milford Golf Course will comply with this 

vision in any way. 

I suppose really my reservations are that with so many new builds in the area that Milford is likely to 

become gridlocked at certain times of the day.  I am not too happy with the Secretts suggestion to 

cause even more congestion at Chapel Lane.  

I think new housing should, if possible, be built in a way which keeps the natural boundary of the 

village.  Building should be in the heart of villages if possible. 

I think the main problem in the future with the increased housing will be traffic, especially on our 

country lanes.  I would like to see a hugeeff  

I think the main problems in the future with regard to the new housing will be traffic problems, 

especially on our country lanes.  I would like to see huge effort put into encouraging people on to 

buses.  People seem to react well to Park and Ride in Guildford, so if there were enough buses at the 

right price, many people could leave their cars at home when doing shorter local trips, e.g. to work, 

shops, healthcare and especially schools.  Also imaginative thinking on cycle routes should be 

incorporated into the plan, 

I think the vision is carefully worded to sound as if you are on the side of green spaces, quiet roads etc 

but I doubt maintaining all of this will be possible given the number of homes required. 

I think there should be more bus shelters provided for people waiting for buses as from experience I 

know that the buses are often late.    I am a car owner so this is not a priority for me but I often see 

people waiting for the bus next to The Star pub and the only bus stop is on the other side of Wheeler 

Lane and so difficult for elderly people to move too quickly when a bus arrives 

I understand the need for housing, preferably affordable housing not executive homes giving 

developers healthy profits.  Though why Waverley insists on taking AONB/green belt land for such use 

beggars belief when there are plenty of areas around, for example Guildford suburbs.  However just 

take a look at the width of the roads in the Milford area alone, which were built at a time when cars 

were small.  The roads and their daily congestion should be the first aspect to be reviewed and 

consulted on to determine whether it is practical and feasible to accommodate the 

hundreds/thousands of additional cars and lorries that will impact the parish under these proposals. 

I would like the villages and distinct areas within the parish to maintain their boundaries with spaces 

between them. I fear that buildings will mean that the distinct areas will merge into each other and, for 

example, there will eventually be no space between Milford and Godalming.  



Comments received regarding the Vision 

I would not allow such 'high density' building - more spaces populated with trees needs to be included. 

We need to reduce 'on street' parking by offering more parking spaces. Drainage of these parking 

spaces is critical as run-off will cause flooding in the future. 

I would prefer the vision to include specific reference to the need to encourage a diverse population of 

residents of all ages 

I would seek to protect existing green belt sites and not allow any such sites to have green belt 

designation removed. No development in the green belt should be permitted under any circumstances. 

If I understand the plan, it includes the building of 600+ dwellings, if the Aaron's Hill plan is included, in 

and near Milford village. I believe this will put impossible pressure on local schools, health care and 

other facilities and completely change the nature of the village. 

I'm not convinced that the current batch of planning applications (e.g. Station lane/Milford golf course) 

are compatible with this vision! 

It is important that new houses do not blur the boundary between villages and hamlets. Where there 

are alternatives within villages these should always be chosen in preference 

It should be a clear part of the vision to reduce the need for local traffic by significantly improving 

cycling and pedestrian paths so that residents feel that they can travel locally safely.  It should also be a 

part of the vision to improve recreational spaces such as children’s playgrounds - they are inadequate 

in Milford, Witley, Godalming and beyond despite there being an abundance of space. 

It sounds like a PR statement with no absolutes. It is meaningless and can be interpreted in so many 

conflicting ways. .  "New housing will be to a high standard"  does that mean a 1000 new homes or just 

20?  Who determines what a high standard is?   Is a shoebox size 2 bed house at £480,000 a good 

standard? 

main concern is the road infrastructure already congested and crowded at peak and other times , 

without the addition of new housing 

Milford should not have Secretts developed as well as the golf course. It is far too many houses which 

will completely change the village and why should residents have to wait for 15 years for it to get to the 

point where it "retains its attractive green and wooded character". The golf development is 

understandable and acceptable - the other houses though should be developed in the alternative 

locations. 

My reservations regards the increased inactivity in Milford in regard to the infrastructure. More roads 

need improvement to cope with increase in traffic, bigger schools, medical facilities 

New housing needs to be situated so that there is preservation of rural spaces between settlements 

and therefore must be within existing village boundaries. Suitable infill sites within existing villages / 

hamlet boundaries should be used for new housing before allowing any developments outside these 

boundaries 

New housing shouldn't affect rural separation between villages - resist creeping merger when more 

suitable alternatives are available in spaces within village boundaries 

New housing wherever possible should be located in a manner least likely to compromise the distinct 

identity  and separation of the villages and hamlets in the parish and to avoid creeping urbanisation of 

the countryside creating that separation. 

New Housing wherever possible should be located in a manner which seeks to preserve the natural and 

existing separation between villages and hamlets within the parish and prevent creeping urbanization 

between them 

New housing wherever possible should be located in a manner which seeks to preserve the natural 

boundary and rural separation between the villages and the hamlets in the parish is maintained. 

Developments which extend village boundaries or create a creeping merger between villages should be 

strongly resisted where infill alternatives exist 

Please focus on whole-of-community solutions.  Just adding housing with no extra surgeries / school 

places would be short-sighted and depressing.  I think the vision attends to these issues - the challenge 

will be to ensure they are implemented rather than simply having another layer of bureaucrats pay 

them lip service. 

Please see cover letter submission.  



Comments received regarding the Vision 

Secretts is a good choice. It’s in the centre of Milford. Housing for the young (affordable housing) and 

Housing for the elderly (retirement housing) and/or a care home are all needed. well done. 

See observations under New Development  

The current wording in respect of the local roads and impact of congestion only seems to relate to the 

current problems. As more housing is built this will continue to worsen. I would amend the wording to 

also reflect the continued and growing demands on this type of infrastructure, similarly as you have 

done in respect of supporting the healthcare and education providers. It may also be worth amending 

the wording to include 'continuing' improvements to the road, to imply a good standard of 

maintenance and upkeep to the road network. 

The elephant in the room is the development at Dunsfold which is not dealt with in this Plan. 

The impact of increased traffic flows needs to be managed so as to reduce the risk of serious accidents 

and facilitate walking and cycling 

The plan although referring to amenities with consideration to be made just not confirm there will be 

changes. Schooling, Road infrastructure, Health Care etc. Very poor short term thinking. More housing 

=  more people = more requirements!     

The plan although referring to amenities with consideration to be made just not confirm there will be 

changes. Schooling, Road infrastructure, Health Care etc. Very poor short term thinking. More housing 

=  more people = more requirements!     

The plan eluded to it in part, but communities can become more centralised and united by improving 

pedestrian access and traffic calming, e.g.  Providing a safe crossing point on the Haslemere Road, used 

by children walking to Rodborough, and give access to one of the main green spaces (Milford Heath);  

Providing a safe crossing point on Cherry Tree Road to unite the Moushill area with Milford Village 

centre, and give access to one of the main green spaces (Jubilee Field);  Reducing all traffic in built-up 

areas to 30mph or less. It makes no sense to have a 40mph zone running through the middle of Milford 

(Cherry Tree Road), and along the Haslemere Road, when the Petworth Road is already 30mph all the 

way through Witley. 

The plan lacks sufficient clarity of ambition in the areas of:    1.  Management of road traffic and 

improvement of pedestrian and cycle pathways  2.  How we will seek to ensure we understand and 

tackle the effects of increased traffic especially on air quality and health  3.  The means by which we will 

seek to IMPROVE the state of nature and biodiversity in our area, as opposed to mere "management 

and maintenance of open, green spaces 

The reason that south west Surrey has always been a beautiful area is because development has been  

limited to the villages and the natural boundary between the village and the rural areas has been 

maintained.  There seems to be plenty of scope within the villages for infill and specifically Godalming 

town. There are many shops and businesses in Godalming which have closed down and the 

opportunity to provide housing in the town seems so obvious. It would mean that those living in the 

town would be more likely to use the shops there and there would be no need for excessive car use as 

shops and railway station would be close by.  We do not want our area to become the victim that all 

the villages within the M25 have become - unlimited suburbia and lost countryside forever. 

The road infrastructure is woefully inferior to what is required in order to facilitate the proposed 

increase in housing. There would need to be an in depth assessment of how to provide suitable traffic 

routes and parking facilities prior to building new properties. 

The roads in Milford are already very congested and parking is difficult.  We often have large lorries 

coming through the village.  However, Milford does have areas of greenbelt that are extremely 

important, and well used by very many people who live in Milford.  The green areas give Milford its 

character and keeps it as a separate area to Godalming.  Although close to the A3 and Godalming 

Milford is enabled to retain a feeling of still being a country village because of still having these areas 

of green used by many each day at Secretts in the centre of the village. The proposed site for building 

at Milford Golf Course is a good idea as it is close to the station and Rodborough School.  Milford does 

not need any further building unless it is in small infill areas, such as the large field towards the A3 and 

smaller pockets of infill in Witley. 



Comments received regarding the Vision 

The vision in itself is fine, but the massive housing allocation is hugely out of all proportion for the area 

in terms of infrastructure.  Milford is getting the brunt of this which will turn what has been a charming 

village into a dormitory town.  It is wholly inappropriate. 

The vision is worthy but there are many such visions across the UK that fail to materialise as the 

outcome of the development rarely matches the initial vision.    I also think it is contradictory to talk 

about protecting areas of ‘beautiful landscape’ when permission is being granted to build on that kind 

of landscape 

too vague and no substance. 

Traffic is my major concern that overrides all other considerations something MUST be done before any 

new building. I have written separately to the Clerk with my suggestions. 

We don't need to improve roads or provide more off-street parking.  This is effectively saying we need 

to provide more incentives for motor traffic.    Provision for transport other than the private car, 

including for pedestrians, is incredibly poor already.  It will not be possible to achieve most of the other 

objectives in the "vision" if this approach is taken.    

We need more attention given to sustainable transportation e.g. cycle paths and cycle routes. This 

should take precedence over car parking. 

While I appreciate all the effort that has gone into this plan, it does not adequately propose a vision for 

the neighbourhood. It appears to me to be a response to the need to develop housing. While other 

factors, such as environment, transport (cycling and footpaths in particular) amenities etc are referred 

to, the commitment to these is not firm. The only actual commitment is to housing. The plan is not a 

vision for the neighbourhood. It does not set out a vision for what the quality of life will be like in 15 

years time. It does not set out a commitment to reducing car dependence and increasing access to all 

parts of the borough via bicycle or, in the future, e-bike. The overall assumption is that we will continue 

to live as we are, and accommodate more people.   I would be really grateful if the parish could set out 

a vision for what life, and the quality of life in the borough should be in 5, 10, 15 and 20 years time. 

How will the borough retain its charm, accommodate more people, significantly increase access to 

affordable housing (we really don't need an more £500,000 plus houses; young people need places 

they can reasonably afford), and be thoroughly modern? How will it be instep with the need to 

dramatically reduce our carbon footprint. How will be improve facilities for young people, including 

youth clubs, better sports facilities etc. 

You have covered school and health etc - what about other amenities? Roads, utilities, internet etc. 

New housing must be so that the natural boundaries of villages and hamlets are maintained.  The 

preservation of rural spaces between settlements is really important and creeping extension of 

village/hamlet boundaries must be avoided.  It is essential that any development must use suitable sites 

for infill that lie within existing village and hamlet boundaries before allowing any development outside 

these boundaries. 

 

Policy ND1 – Broad Areas of Search 

additional rather than alternative.     this thought is only valid if the number of houses on the Golf 

Course site is reduced from the outline permission of up to  200 dwellings and the pedestrian route 

along Station Road is fully widened for practical pedestrian and cycle use together with widening of 

the bridge to give dual lane capacity. 

Again, only if there is no option at all for reducing the new house allocation.  Secretts land could at 

least be accessed direct from the A3 with some clever planning.  But if it can't be, then it should not 

be an option as there would be too much pressure on Chapel Lane and/or Portsmouth Road 

towards Godalming. 

Agree.  Milford is at risk of becoming an attenuated 'strip town' with no true centre.  All new 

developments should be co-located in Secretts Farm with supporting infrastructure. 

Build on brown field not greenfield sites , so reduce the area to be built on at the back of Squires ( 

the Secretts land) 

Don’t think we should develop in AONB & AGLV in Milford    Secretts looks a better and more 

central alternative    Wheeler St Nursery is a good location in Witley 



Policy ND1 – Broad Areas of Search 

green belt land and other protected area should not be developed. 

Housing density needs to be addressed at these sites. Infrastructure needs to be addressed too. 

I am concerned about drainage for the location north of Wheeler lane.  I am not in favour of the 

secret's development 

I am particularly concerned about the possible development of land west of the A283 identified on 

the above plan.  Whilst on paper this may appear to be an obvious site for development, when 

viewed on the ground it is an extensive area of green space and its loss would be significant and 

lead to the joining up of the settlements of Milford and Witley.  

I cannot determine the area involved?  

I do not believe the green belt boundary should be changed, 

I strongly object to the proposed development of Secrett’s Farm.   It laughs in the face of other 

Government and Global policies on food production and global warming/ reducing carbon 

footprints and food miles. Also it is not a brownfield site.     Building new housing elsewhere in 

Milford would undoubtedly help sustain and grow Secrett’s existing farming business. There are 

many better alternative sites in Milford upon which to build.  Secrett’s is an extremely important 

source of locally grown food and in an age where we need to be mindful of our carbon footprints 

and the fact that Britain and the world need to focus more on increasing food supplies to feed an 

ever growing population,  we need to be expanding the growth of a business like Secrett’s and 

encouraging more people to buy more food locally instead not replacing it with housing.    I can’t 

believe this is well supported locally at all quite the reverse. Secrett’s is an intrinsic part of Milford 

Village, it draws  visitors to the village and many other local businesses benefit from the “pull” of 

Secrett’s gaining additional custom from outside the immediate vicinity. 

I think Secretts is an excellent choice for development.  Milford Golf course is an extremely poor 

choice for development.  I think these sites should be considered as alternatives to development on 

Milford Golf course 

I think you are saying use secretts land as a viable development opportunity.. if so I full agree and 

completely back this suggestion, assuming the plans are as they promoted  

if a housing needs assessment conducted for the development plan indicates that there is a reduced 

need than, as a result of this more up to date and better data, there will be a downward adjustments 

to Witley contribution to meeting that need. 

If building development happened here it would totally alter the main heart of the village.  We 

would lose wildlife and whole country atmosphere at the centre of the village.  There are already 

homes planned for Aarons hill and this would be a huge step towards joining Milford onto 

Godalming and losing all the special features of making this a unique place to live.  We already have 

extra traffic coming through the village from other developments and we certainly do not need any 

more.  Why is the council not looking at brownfield sites in more detail? 

If it is possible to develop the golf club land AND Secretts with selective development f some pf the 

other areas as well (e.g. improvements to infrastructure and Witley and Milford surgeries, so much 

the better. If we can deliver more than the mandated(?) 480 new households, why not? Our young 

people need places to live and we'd like them nearby if at all possible.  

If the housing needs assessment conducted for the development plan indicate a reduced need 

because they provide more up to date and better data then there will be a downward adjustment to 

Witleys contribution to meeting that need. 

If the housing needs assessment conducted for the development plan indicate a reduced need 

because they provide more up to date and better data then there will be a downward adjustment to 

Witleys contribution to meeting that need. 

I'm not completely opposed to development of Secrett's land but I have the following reservation:    

People already enjoy considerable amenity from using Secretts as it is; e.g. the ponds the concrete 

road for users of wheelchairs, push chairs and prams, and folk taking walking exercise on a level-ish 

surface.  If there is a village park on the north or northwest side of the development, won't that 

make the it further away from the village centre than the part of Secretts that is used recreationally 

already? And, won't it be quite close to the dog-walking area that residents of the new Aaron's Hill 



Policy ND1 – Broad Areas of Search 

development are going to get near the Milford end of Eashing Lane?  How would these new 

residents access the main roads? Some of the already designated areas have quite good access. 

I'm still not 100% convinced that Secretts land would be the best site for a new development, given 

how busy the roads providing access to the site will be, especially following the development which 

will now be taking place at Milford Golf Course. 

It is a far better option than the A3 sites and would cause less traffic congestion.  It is in the heart of 

the village and will help the village to prosper and grow. 

It’s a very large development that will take the edge of Milford village very close to Godalming 

boundary. It will also condense the impact of many new houses in one area of the village, causing 

pressure on roads and junctions.  

Loss of habitat and wildlife which is on protected land.   

Milford has often been criticised as lacking a centre, since the traditional centre is now a roundabout 

(Milford Crossroads). By using the Secrett's site, there is an opportunity to support local business, 

create a village park, create space away from the very busy roads that run through the village, and 

develop a heart to the village. The current proposed sites (red asterisks) are little more than in-fill 

housing, which while fulfils a quota objective, does little to add to the village. 

Milford should not have Secretts developed as well as the golf course. It is far too many houses 

which will completely change the village. The golf development is understandable and acceptable - 

the other houses though should be developed in the alternative locations. 

Milford village has already taken half of the allocation. Building upon the land at Secretts farm 

would destroy this part of the village. When residents gave their opinion on Draft plan 1 it was a 

case of either the golf club development OR secretts, not both. Witley village has taken none of the 

allocation. Milford, and in particular a mile surrounding the golf course development should be 

exempt from any proposal in draft plan 2. The area between the golf course and Secretts is a 

conservation area but this seems to have been forgotten.  

My concern is that Milford expands to merge into Godalming rather than keep its 'village envelope'. 

No building in AONB    Other areas in Parish can facilitate growth without this designation 

No building should be allowed on green built     There are acres of brownfield sites across the UK - 

build on those and rebalance housing density away from the overcrowded south east 

Prioritise the many acres of brownfield sites across the UK before building in the green belt - the 

government is trying to rebalance population away from the crowded south east - why are we going 

against this policy by building on land that has been safeguarded for future generations 

Reading through the plan, I didn't understand how this area of greenbelt will be replaced.  

Obviously if you remove some greenbelt, an alternative area of greenbelt equal or greater in size 

should be afforded greenbelt status and trees / landscaping applied to the new greenbelt area as 

appropriate.    At the moment it looks like a car park and a play area are being offered.  Whilst much 

of the play area can be considered green, the car-parking area cannot.    Also, I would only wish to 

support the greenbelt infringement if the existing farm-shop building is retained. 

Secretts is the best place for new housing.  Milford Golf Course is the worst place for new housing - 

totally unsuitable for many reasons, including size of plot, road access, outside village, bad SANG.  

Sites near A3 also much better than Milford Golf Course. 

see previous comment 

See previous comments concerning infrastructure. 

The area shown by the blue asterisk will have a far lesser impact on the majority of residents and 

roads than a scattering of development in the red asterisk areas. It will also mean that a greater 

amount of centralised amenity space such as a dedicated sports club and playing fields could be 

considered. 

The arguments as to siting of new development make some sense.  I very much doubt that the 

SANG will be more than a fig leaf, however.  

The green belt boundary adjustment ( Blue asterisk ) should be the preferred area for development, 

the red asterisks are too close to the areas of important natural habitat ( heathland) - Rodborough 

Common - and development here would result in degradation of the internationally important 
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heathland habitat. There are no areas suitable to be designated as SANGs close to the red asterisks  

to mitigate this.   

The issue  here is to avoid more sites being allocated than are needed to deliver the 480 houses 

allocated to the parish and in particular, the need to avoid the Secrett's site being seen as 

additional, not an alternative to the sites by the A3. In para 4.6, last sentence, add ' "alternative" 

location'.     

The land between Milford and the bypass will be built on anyway.  Using the Secretts land may 

make more sense but will ultimately result in the loss of more land. 

The map does not identify the two boundaries 

The Plan's approach is consistent with the advice given by the Surrey Hills AONB Planning Adviser 

and also probably Natural England. 

The policy revisits the question of Secrett's farm, which has already been dealt with in LP1 and 

agreed with the inspector. The overall focus of the Neighbourhood Plan consultation document is 

quite clearly to promote Secrett's farm as the preferred site for large scale development. This, 

alongside the strategic site at Milford golf course and Godalming's proposals for The site near 

Aeron's Hill would represent overdevelopment on a massive scale of the Milford area.    Given the 

other available sites, I fail to see the NPSG's wish to promote this site, which provides a valuable een 

belt barrier between the built-up areas of Godalming and Milford.     The survey that put this as the 

number one preference was based on a very small response and has absolutely no validity.   Better 

to spread the load, so that population increases can be absorbed.  

The Secretts land is a valuable part of the local green space. 

There is an abundance of wildlife in the area which will loose its homes   

There is an additional benefit of the blue area above those in red which is its proximity to (the 

current) bus route.   

This is essential. The Secretts land is the very best place for housing development. It is central to the 

village, and, in my view, has the least negative impact on the village. There are multiple potential 

access points as well. It's a no-brainer! 

This is not derelict land or unused or a failing business. It is currently used as a successful 

agricultural business which provides local jobs. It is a GREEN business and therefore not a 

brownfield site.  

We need to protect the green belt. Poor thinking  

We would not support the removal of any other Green Belt boundaries. 

While I am not happy with any encroachment on to green belt land, I think that the Secretts site in 

Milford seems a sensible concept. 

Would prefer not to alter green belt allocation but think Secrets option would offer more habitable 

housing 

I strongly support the inclusion of the site at Secretts Farm in the neighbourhood plan and sincerely 

hope that Waverley Borough Council will actively consider it for inclusion in the second part of the 

local plan.  This is because the Secretts Farm site is a far better site than all the other proposed but 

especially it is a much better site than the Milford Golf Course site. 

 

Policy ND2 – Meeting Housing Need 

affordability of the housing and given the split in types of houses - the majority being family houses 

- which makes absolute sense - but where do all of these children go to school? 

but see letter to the clerk we should seek to build a retirement village if ever the Secretts site is 

redeveloped but only if the traffic problem is resolved. If not no new building 

Given the cost of moving house, I feel that extensions to existing properties should be viewed in a 

positive light. I also feel that the split of housing proposed is too heavily weighted in favour of larger 

properties, when it is probable that there is more need for smaller units. 

Housing targets set by the Inspector have subsequently proved to be incorrect.  The level of 

development is not practical as there is no infrastructure to support it. 



Policy ND2 – Meeting Housing Need 

I agree that in new housing developments there needs to be this mix and I support this for the Golf 

Course development. Secretts though should not be developed and other houses though should be 

developed in the alternative locations, with this mix of housing 

I am concerned that there are too many large houses planned in the plan.  I fully support the 

intention to resist all conversion of 2 bed and 3 bed properties into larger properties.  This 

outbalances the overall provision with larger houses and the affordability of housing.  The real need 

is for smaller properties that are affordable for either purchase or rent.  It is social housing that is 

really necessary.  Too many 2 bedroom houses and bungalows have already been converted into 

3/4 bedroom houses 

I am concerned that this mix will not offer sufficient housing for young people and as a result the 

area will have an even higher proportion of older people. It is then likely  there will be difficulties 

attracting younger people to  live in the area and maintain services needed. The impact of climate 

change may result in demand for smaller heat efficient homes, releasing older houses with more 

than 3 bedrooms onto the market. 

I assume that if the housing needs are reduced then there will be a corresponding adjustment to the 

number of houses to be built in Witley 

I do not have an objection to extension of existing homes where appropriate for the plot and 

location.    I think the mix of house sizes should be skewed towards the q and 2 bed homes if 

building in the key sites in the centre of the village.      We are building all these new homes just to 

meet a quota - not to meet the demand.  The so called housing crisis is largely perceived as a need 

for starter homes - the NP policy does not address this.   If we are to build to a quota, then it should 

be lower cost, starter homes. 

I don’t have any issue with the split amongst the proposed new housing stock per se but I object 

strongly to any policy that aims to prevent any homeowner from extending and/ or improving their 

own property, that aim is unacceptable. 

I have a concern that the top-end (stated at 30.5% of 4+ bedrooms) is still too heavy or perhaps not 

clearly enough specified.  It may have been better to increase slightly the % at 3 bedrooms and to 

specify a % at 4 bedrooms, and then leave the balance, e.g. less than 10%, at 5+ bedrooms.  With 

the policy as it is it will probably result in a push by developers for bigger than 4 bedroom homes.    

It may actually instead have been more relevant to use overall square meters size for banding 

individual property developments, and then to rely upon the skill of designers to optimise this 

space, as the number of bedrooms does not actually necessarily correlate well with development 

size / style. 

I object to putting restrictions on current residents to developing their properties however agree 

potentially with new residents.  

I understand from evidence given within the Local Plan Part 2 that there will an increased need for 4 

bedroom homes in the future within the local area however, speaking as a single individual who 

would like to buy property within the area but does not yet have a family I would support a greater 

proportion of 1/2 bed homes than that stated above.   I also greatly appreciate and strongly support 

the resistance to planning permissions to convert 2/3 bedroom houses into 4 bed properties so as 

to avoid the reduction in smaller family sized homes.  

I would like to have ticked both the top and the second box on this one.     I FULLY support a 

planning policy of resisting extending existing 2 bed and 3 bed properties, a practice which has 

caused a dearth of local properties for first time buyers.    However you say in 4.2 of the NP that 

currently 61% of the property in the parish is inhabited by one or two people and that 16% have 4 

residents.  At that rate I do not see that we need 30.5% of new developments having 4 or more 

bedrooms.  More and more people seem to be living solo, and young couples do  not have huge 

families on the whole (they can't afford them) 

I would like to see more 2 bedroom properties and therefore a lift in the "affordable" house 

proposal group 

I would reduce the amount of (unaffordable) 4 - bed housing and re-distribute to 1 bed & 2 bed 

properties. 



Policy ND2 – Meeting Housing Need 

if existing dwelling capacity is increased by conversion or extension then there must be an increase 

in garaging/parking space in line with new realistic standards. The present 'rules' are only guidelines 

and are inadequate to meet the actual number and size of present day vehicles owned by 

households. 

If housing needs assessments change there should be a corresponding adjustment to Witley’s 

contribution to meeting that need.  

If the housing need that is reflected in the current Development Plan reduces as a result of more up 

to date or better data there should be a corresponding adjustment to Witley's contribution to 

meeting that need. 

If the housing needs assessments which have informed the Development Plan reduce as a result of 

more up to date or better data  there will be a corresponding downward adjustment to Witley’s 

contribution to meeting that need. 

If the housing needs that underpin the Development Plan reduce as a result of more recent or 

better data becoming available there should be a commitment to a corresponding adjustment to 

Witley's contribution to meeting that need. 

In 4.9, the same logic that seeks to stop the loss of 3 bedroom houses, applies equally to the 

upgrading of 4 bedroom to 5 bedroom properties and should be mentioned. 

In general a mix of housing type makes sense but the biggest needs have been shown to be for 

smaller housing so 4 bed plus should be a smaller %  

It is important to ensure that there are sufficient numbers of 4 bedroom properties which may help 

to prevent extensions to smaller existing homes. 

It seems very unfair on existing members of the community should they wish to extend their 

property.  The cost of moving to the next size of house up is huge and in many cases, it is affordable 

to extend and remain in the village rather than have to move away in order to have a larger 

property. 

Less-proscribed percentages 

Milford should not be having to take anything like the allocation that has been forced upon it, 

regardless of how many bedrooms there are.  

Not convinced proposed mix will create necessary affordable homes 

On the basis there is no provision being made to support this number of people through amenities 

and services.  

Please stop giving corporate developers greater powers than residents  

Possibly a more even split of 25% each 

Resisting planning for extensions of existing properties only works when larger properties are more 

affordable compared to modifying an existing home which in most cases would not be the case. 

Surely the reason people are building extensions is because that is a far cheaper option than moving 

to an existing larger house? The ridiculously high property prices in the area prohibit people from 

moving to larger houses. Or, I have to add, from getting onto the first rung of the property ‘ladder’ . 

The number of 4 bed houses should be lower than the number of 3 bed houses. 

The policy seems to be too weighted towards 3 bedroom and larger dwellings especially with 30.5% 

being for 4 or more dwellings. The latter do not seem to reflect the locally generated housing need 

for more smaller dwellings and may merely respond to market demands of those probably moving 

out of London. There should therefore be higher percentages of 1 and 2 bedroom dwellings at the 

cost of reducing the 30.5% for 4 or more bedroom dwellings. 

The proportion of homes with three or more bedrooms is too high. Young single people, couples 

and young families should be the focus, and at an affordable cost. Current newly built four bedroom 

houses (for example by the White Lion pub) are not selling, so don't build them. 

There is a demand for 5 bedroom houses. Large families do exist. 

There seems a marked tendency to build large homes in this area. Is this a real need or is it a case of 

high demand for houses this size because, houses being seen as a safe investment (at the moment), 

purchasers want to buy as big as they can afford? In particular, if 30 per cent of new houses are 



Policy ND2 – Meeting Housing Need 

going to be four bedroom OR MORE, the plan should differentiate between the number of four 

bedroom houses and the number of houses with more. 

There should be a downward adjustment of new housing allocation as the final plan shows that the 

requirements is less than originally estimated 

This Plan is lacking in imagination and simply follows established standards 

We do not have room or utilities in this small village for more homes! Not to mention the lack of 

information on HTB/council house designation... 

We need more starter homes to get families on housing ladder 

We want families! If there's the potential for smaller properties to be increased to accommodate 

growing families, why not? Perhaps a consequence would be that the promotion of 1 and 2-bed 

new builds should be increased 

With an ageing population and more single people living on their own increasing I would have 

thought the percentage of 1 and 2 bedroom properties would be higher  

With the caveat that these proportions are as correct as can be made from currently available 

statistics / needs  

Yes this is fine but must be 'guidance' and not too prescriptive as the 'mix' might well change over 

time and perhaps more elderly property might be needed 

If a housing needs assessment conducted for the Development Plan indicates that there is a 

reduced need then, as a result of this more up to date and better data, there will be a downward 

adjustment to Witley’s contribution to meeting that need. 

 

Policy ND3 – Affordable Housing 

1, Commuted sums rarely cover the full cost of land acquisition + development cost, and therefore 

there is likely to be an affordable housing shortfall.  Have the economics or land allocation for this 

policy been considered?      2,  Site 25 in the call for sites was put forwards as 50% affordable by the 

applicant, but this information was omitted at the consultation stage.  Site 25 was also omitted 

from the first public consultation.  Would the public response have been different if neither of these 

omissions has occurred?   

'affordable' - seems to have many descriptions. 

Affordable housing in Surrey is a misnomer. You need to build proper social housing that young 

low income families can afford to rent not private housing costing £500,000 plus. 

Affordable housing is a very broad term with broad parameters   Perhaps setting out some specifics 

might be helpful to help gain support   E.g. what constitutes an affordable 1 bed or 4 bed in Witley 

in terms of costs 

Affordable housing is well intentioned but just makes housing more expensive for those who don't 

qualify for it. The squeezed middle will be left out. 

Affordable housing should be as closely integrated with other housing as possible.  

Al agreed and understood BUT flexibility in tenure split is key as government funds may not always 

be applied and this will affect deliverability 

By affordable, I assume that we mean low-cost.  since the private sector is never going to provide 

house that can be afforded by those on even average incomes in Surrey. A greater focus on social 

rented housing is needed. 

Define affordable ? 

Developers should be required to build an appropriate number of affordable houses if the 

development is of a sufficient size.  There should not be special allowances for developers who 

propose to provide affordable housing at more than 30% as this would lead to an imbalance in 

housing mix. 

How do you define ‘affordable’? Or ‘low income’?   All ‘affordable’ housing is still too expensive for 

(childless) gainfully employed singletons...   

How do you define “affordable housing “ 

How would one define 'Affordable Housing" in this area?  The concept is very vague.   



Policy ND3 – Affordable Housing 

I agree that in new housing developments there needs to be affordable housing and I support this 

for the Golf Course development. Secretts though should not be developed and other houses 

though should be developed in the alternative locations, including the appropriate amount of social 

housing 

I agree that we must have housing that is affordable but I am not sure I understand the wording of 

this policy. 

I do not think affordable homes is a good policy.  It confuses.  Many people are happy to support 

affordable homes quotas only because they think it means social or council houses that starter 

families and key workers can afford.  In Godalming the entry level affordable home is £480,000 for a 

2 bed home (80% of market price) or rented at a 20% discount.   That is not affordable for the key 

groups looking for a home.  So we are consenting to developments because of the bribe / promise 

to meet a 30% proportion of affordable homes - yet local key workers are not benefiting from these 

affordable homes.  Look at Leithfield Park - 36 affordable homes out of 106 built.  Who is living in 

those?     

I don't agree with a commutable sum being paid.  

I feel that there should be a greater emphasis in social housing for local people 

I would prefer the proportion of affordable housing to be reduced to 10%. 

If the massive housing development that is proposed for Milford gets the green light, then yes, it is 

very important that there is affordable housing within it.  I would suggest there should be a much 

higher per centage than 30%.  After all, people who can afford 'unaffordable' new homes can look 

after themselves and can choose where to live rather than be herded into the new housing 

development. 

It should be a higher % of affordable to make it easier for young people to get on the housing 

ladder balancing our community and older people to manage and keep prices more stable. If we 

are outsourcing social adjustments to home builders, then the balance of profit should be more 

equitable 

see letter to clerk 

Seems to be no plan to allow for self build housing which tends to be more affordable and of a 

higher quality. So rather than making money for developers maybe it should be considered that a 

proportion of the sites should be available for self build. 

Should apply to all housing approved, not just 11+ developments 

The "commuted sum" option must be a very, very last resort and be totally open and transparent in 

its application and calculation. Any resultant sums paid to the council must be ring-fenced for use 

in social housing provision. 

There will never be truly affordable housing in these development in Surrey as they are way to 

expensive even with the affordable housing discount. The house prices for an 'affordable house' 

should be capped at what a couple earning the national average wage with a 10% deposit can get 

on a mortgage. Saying a rabbit hutch sized 2 bed home for £400k is affordable is beyond ridiculous 

as I’ve seen on some of the new devs. 

This is my greatest concern. I would like to make sure the Plan does successfully meet its target of 

social and intermediate housing. I think the risks of this not happening as discussed in Appendix H 

should have been highlighted 

This policy is not ambitious enough. ALL developments should have affordable housing, and of well 

over 30%. I urge you to be ambitious and be a parish that really supports people who cannot afford 

inflated Surrey prices. That's what being visionary is all about. 

We do not support affordable housing greater in proportion than that required by law (and 

certainly not greater than 30% [under any circumstances]). 

Whilst some affordable housing is required, this will mean extra costs to someone - ME !!!! (and 

others who already pay tax through their noses - not to mention an ever increasing burden on 

council tax) 

Witley NP should form a Community Land Trust    It can take 'ownership' of its own Parish wide 

affordability issues 



 

Policy ND4 – Provision of accessible and adaptable housing 

1st para Add:- where practicable 

A well intentioned policy, but 10% seems too high. I know for a fact that the population of 

wheelchair users in the UK is well below 10%.  

Adds to the cost of the houses when hardly any of them will be lived in by disabled people 

Again, this is not visionary enough. People who use wheelchairs should have as much freedom to 

live in any house as all other people. Raise the bar where equality is concerned. 

And these dwellings should be close to the village amenities ( shops, health centres, school etc)  

Are these above and beyond the 30% 'affordable' housing, or part of it?  Is any of it going to be 

social housing?    Why not just make all new housing wheelchair accessible?   

Bungalows traditionally suitable for those with limited mobility and number of properties suitable 

should be higher to future proof for ageing population  

How does the percentage of dwellings line up with current demand for these properties. 

I agree that in new housing developments some of the houses need to provide wheelchair access 

and I support this for the Golf Course development. Secretts though should not be developed and 

other houses though should be developed in the alternative locations, including houses with 

wheelchair access 

I am not sure I understand the policy 

I do not think you should blanket build disabled access properties unless there is a specific 

requirement.  may I use an example:   Sainsburys car park is laid bare by swathes of empty disabled 

parking spaces - at all times. Why?  What evidence is there to build so many? - they clearly over 

estimated the demand. (as did Tesco, Lidl... etc)    We should not impose unnecessary access 

requirements unless demand dictates. 

I think the allocation is a very good thing - however, will this require extra services? How are local 

care companies going to cope and what adaptations will be made to our bus services, train station, 

etc to make them accessible too.  

I think the percentage of wheelchair accessible housing should be 3%. 

I’m not sure if I fully understand how this 10% number has been arrived at and if it is the correct 

allocation. Are 10% of the population disabled/ wheelchair bound?    I agree it’s important that 

some new housing can be adapted to meet the needs of the disabled as and when required. 

Plus every new house/home must have an OFF ROAD PARKING SPACE for at least ONE vehicle plus 

a certain amount set aside for visitors. Car are here to stay, whether petrol / diesel or electric, in 

heavens name, create spaces for them NOW. Not forgetting to mention wider 'disabled' spaces.  

Ten percent seem s a high percentage - do we really need this number ? 

The building regulation are sufficient as the buildings are erected. It would be much better to then 

adapt as required rather than the 10% built ready which in practice normally need considerable 

further if not total adjustment.  

Where wheelchair-friendly dwellings are proposed, due consideration should be given to the 

adjacent amenities, including save (pavement) access to shops and other amenities.  It is also VITAL 

that additional parking is provided, as disabled people often need addition carers who should be 

able to park on site. 

Who will be entitled to buy these properties, can the people who need these properties be 

guaranteed to be able to get them? 

With an ever increasing elderly population in the area is 10% wheelchair accessibility enough? 

 

Policy ND5 – Supported Accommodation for the Elderly 

‘Affordable’... 

I agree that in new housing developments some of the houses need to be appropriate for the 

elderly and I support this for the Golf Course development. Secretts though should not be 



Policy ND5 – Supported Accommodation for the Elderly 

developed and other the houses though should be developed in the alternative locations, including 

houses appropriate for the elderly 

I didn't fully understand section 4.12. It seems to suggest that accommodation for elderly can be 

included in the 480 new houses requirement but doesn't necessarily have to be in Witley parish. 

Does this mean that we can expect other adjacent parishes to incorporate plans for elderly 

accommodation for (former) Witley residents, and that these will be in addition to those parishes 

existing new housing allocation? 

I don't see any reference to how much Supported Accommodation for the Elderly is required- what 

proportion of the 480 dwellings will this be ?     Also - these should be close to the village amenities 

( shops, health centres , day care centre etc)  

I have to trust your research in this matter 

I principle this sounds good - but the affordability tag assumes these properties are affordable to 

this demographic. Will they be? 

I was concerned to see High Croft on the development plan with no clear indication of what was 

intended 

I’m not sure that integrating supported accommodation with standard accommodation is viable 

from a cost perspective and I would be concerned that. I think there are cost and social benefits to 

creating housing communities dedicated to the needs of the elderly. 

If the proportion of Milford's ageing population continues to increase, then there should be built-in 

flexibility in the supported accommodation percentage to meet future demand.  

It is not clear what proportion of the 480 target will be supported accommodation 

It is unclear how this 30% affordable housing for the elderly relates to the 70/30 spilt of affordable 

housing in the earlier question. Is it IN ADDITION? Is it THE SAME? Given the review of need, I 

would support 30% for elderly in addition to 30% affordable 

Lovely, assuming 'affordable' actually is... this 'affordable housing' statement is the most daft thing I 

keep seeing. They won't be affordable. 

one of the main problems with this type of supported accommodation is that there is frequently 

NOT ENOUGH PARKING for visitors, carers etc.  A prime example are the new McCarthy & Stone 

developments in Godalming and Guildford, where NO PROVISION has been made at all for visitor 

parking, which is totally stupid.  

See comments above on Government funding....i.e. flexibility might be necessary 

see letter to clerk 

should  overall target of 480 dwellings  be replaced by  a maximum target of 480 dwellings?   

specific provision needs to be planned for the elderly/disabled as there will be an increase in 

requirement based on current mortality rates. 

Supported in full.  However I would consider adding that these properties should be situated as 

close to retail facilities as reasonably possible. 

The proportions are wrong 

There is currently very little supported accommodation in the Parish and we have an increasing 

elderly population.  If there was more provision it would free up existing housing stock which is 

currently occupied by one or two people. 

There should be limits on total no of supported accommodation units, as these are lucrative for 

developers. Especially in view of Secretts proposals. Should not end up with 50% of all this housing 

aimed at the very elderly. 

 

Policy ND6 – General Design Principles 

Design must fit in with existing development and locale. 

Development on Milford Golf Course will not comply with these policies and should therefore not 

be allowed to proceed. 

Ensure that provision for off street parking is mandatory 



Policy ND6 – General Design Principles 

Environmental factors such as flooding/drainage needs to be addressed.  

Excellent 

House densities to be closely monitored. Parking is critical. Eco designs a must - zero carbon - 

ergonomic low energy consumption is key. 

How about retaining as many trees as possible within any development area rather that felling 

them all. 

I agree that the golf course houses should be designed this way Secretts though should not be 

developed and other the houses though should be developed in the alternative locations, in exactly 

this way.   

I mostly support this, but please ensure that design of houses goes beyond the usual developments 

we see in this country. Have a look at developments in the Netherlands to see how they combine 

contemporary with classic, and create houses with more use of glass. Housing development in the 

UK is often very bland. Be bold in the vision! Move the parish forward, don't hold it back with 

archaic notions of charm and style. 

I think the plan should have net zero carbon new houses as a target in light of the climate change 

emergency 

I thought this was very thoughtfully set out. 

I would tighten up the wording, especially in respect of the conditions affecting Major 

Developments, so that they must do more than 'demonstrate' how the design 'responds' to the 

Design Guidelines. This seems to easy to mitigate and too simple to workaround what is trying to 

be imposed by the local plan. I think such developments must follow the Design Guidelines more 

closely. I would substitute the word 'follows' for 'responds' and restrict the flexibility of this point so 

that it is more than just a tick-box exercise for developers to follow - they must actually adhere to 

the guidelines to ensure the development closely matches existing properties and character of the 

village. 

I’m yet to see a development of this type that meets these criteria - developers cram in shoddily 

built houses - there are multiple examples  

Include for Noise and light pollution considerations 

It is important to ensure that there is adequate provision for parking in all new developments.  Car 

use is unlikely to decrease and many residential roads are already lined with the parked cars of 

residents as garaging and off street parking are often not available, particularly where the housing 

stock is older. 

It’s a nice idea, isn’t it? But I’m quite sure that once developments get underway regulations like this 

are easily neglected. 

parking and access are key areas that need to be addressed as well as supportive infrastructure 

such as healthcare and  schools 

Plans and actuality are always invariably very different - not enough detail. 

PLUS every dwelling to have solar panels for heating water and generating electricity from the get-

go !  

Realistic number of spaces per property needed  

So much depends on there attitudes of local planning staff. I certainly feel that most people want 

sympathetic and coherent development, but Waverley planning staff so often want to impose what 

seems a wholly subjective rigidity to what they personally find acceptable and unacceptable.  

The policy is too weak in the following aspects and is not sufficiently joined-up with the way in 

which our community should be tackling some of the big issues facing society today:    1.  The 

positive provision of measures to promote the generation of better biodiversity in our area  e.g. 

making developments more nature-friendly - this is almost entirely absent from the plan  2.  The 

provision regarding sustainability and eco design need to be more strongly developed especially in 

the areas of ideas for local means of generating green energy, and the means by which we 

encourage and deliver better materials recycling - this is largely absent from the plan in any joined-

up way  3.  Access that permits the future development for better integrated public transport 

solutions e.g. to link to local railway stations, schools, shops - this is entirely absent from the plan 



Policy ND6 – General Design Principles 

These criteria are rarely met by the developers and given I feel there should be a different location I 

cannot support this policy 

This is an opportunity to highlight, reflect and enhance the traditional local architecture e.g. arts 

and crafts, rather than dilute as additional houses are added. 

Too much development at present  Overcrowding leads to poor mental wellbeing.   Get your 

priorities right 

 

Policy ND7 – Integration of Major Development proposals 

Again, from the start build cycle paths and pedestrian paths - keep these apart if at all possible. 

Again, Milford Golf Course will not comply with these policies, whereas Secretts and the other sites 

will or at least could. 

Although the policy in principle appears sound, for the site that is marked for development it is 

inadequate. I have not read anywhere how they roads are going to be modified in any acceptable 

way to accommodate the development.  The junction of chapel lane/Secretts and the Portsmouth 

road is already overly congested with dense traffic at peak times.  It is further compounded by the 

heavy goods traffic for AVS fencing and the industrial park. It’s not safe to cross at many times with 

young children when trying to access Secretts, the post office, the village hall or walking up chapel 

lane.  Similarly, the Eashing lane would suffer significantly from increased traffic. 

Contradictory - how can it support new open space when it is building on open space 

Dissatisfied about connectivity on foot from Milford Golf Club to Rail Station and Village    Flooding 

remains a very real issue 

Electric car charge points as well as access for 2 cars, given combustion engine cars will be banned 

within 8 years of the 2032 

How can we ensure that developers do not encroach on AONB and existing development and 

infrastructure is satisfactory  

I agree that the golf course houses should be designed this way Secretts though should not be 

developed and other the houses though should be developed in the alternative locations, in exactly 

this way. 

I am concerned new cycle paths will become play areas for young people seriously affecting the 

well-being of older residents using these access routes. 

I do not object to taller buildings necessarily and also would like to see roof areas used more 

I particularly like the idea of improving pedestrian access when the golf course site is developed. 

I would vary part d to ensure vehicular access must be to two separate roads and not two access 

ways into the same road. If no road exists, build it.  

If it happens! 

in the final statement  'Where a Design .......... is not achievable'    appears to weaken the initial 

statement of  'All Major Development proposals must integrate with the existing built environment'    

The initial statement is a fundamental requirement 

Milford Golf Course is a very poor choice for this.  Footpaths, access,  play areas all totally 

inadequate and do not comply with these policies. 

Not clear to me how transport access (rail) will be safe given narrowness of the road and speed of 

local traffic 

On point F - I think homeowners have the right to implement whatever home security measures are 

necessary robust fencing etc to safeguard their property  

once again vehicle access key, I do not see how the current roads infrastructure can support any 

new developments 

Safe cycle routes are essential in this area. They need to be well signed and with a speed limit of say 

10mph to segregate slower recreational and commuter cyclists from sports cyclists who should stay 

on the on the roads. 

See my earlier comments.  The plan in most ways seeks to look at integration with our local area AS 

IT IS TODAY.  This is not ambitious as a development plan, it simply seeks to ensure that things "fit 



Policy ND7 – Integration of Major Development proposals 

in".  The plan needs to be more ambitious and look at how we want our area to become in the 

future and to positively point us in that direction - simply having direct footpaths in the direction of 

local facilities will not necessarily help us develop better and more efficient public transport, for 

example. 

See previous infrastructure comments 

The green and leafy characteristics of the area MUST be incorporated into any new builds.  Existing 

trees must remain, new broadleaf plantings appropriate/indigenous to the area only, no depressing 

lines of 'municipal' trees and shrubs, no planting for immediate affect.      A long term view MUST 

be taken and implemented.  After all, these developments will be here long after any of us! 

The parish and WBC must enforce these conditions, especially regarding cycle and footpath access. 

My experience is that these fall off the edge of the table at some point. 

The requirement for major development to "contribute to the provision of safe pedestrian and cycle 

routes to schools, train stations and bus routes" should be strengthened substantially given that 

this provision is currently poor to non-existent within the area.  

The roads in the Parish are becoming more and more difficult to negotiate due to on street parking.  

Garages are being used for storage rather than parking.  It is really important that new housing 

provides off street parking without garages to ensure that the roads do not become more 

congested. 

There are already difficulties with drainage and too much parking on streets.  Every property seems 

now to need two/three or more parking spaces and those that are provided are too small for 

modern cars. 

There aren’t enough of these services at the moment anyway! Let alone adding more houses! 

Station road Milford is hardly lit, the pedestrian routes to Jubilee Field aren’t lit either!  

There should be encouragement to build houses with larger gardens and/or green spaces between 

them, not a series of tightly-packed 'rabbit hutches' that maximise developers profits at the cost of 

residents' sanity.    All public open spaces should be available to all residents! 

There should not be major developments as there is no supporting infrastructure to accommodate 

the developments. Infrastructure must come first.      Social housing developments should be 

spread out across the Parish and not concentrated in certain areas. 

We are concerned about light pollution and have no wish for this country area to be lit as if we live 

in the suburbs.    We would not wish to see properties built in excess of 2 storeys.    

We would not want to see any three or more storey buildings unless they are in a local dip in the 

landscape and do not protrude higher in elevation that the neighbouring houses.    e)  Do not 

develop over two storeys unless it can be robustly demonstrated with supporting evidence that it 

will not have a detrimental impact on views, streetscape or character of the local area, particularly 

within the Surrey Hills AONB and if allowed, the apex of the new building shall not greater in 

elevation than its existing residential neighbours.  Generally, taller buildings should be located 

towards the centre of application sites and not the site boundary;   

whether or not the site has two vehicle accesses is irrelevant as most of the surrounding roads are 

totally inadequate in terms of accommodating additional traffic volumes, there is insufficient 

parking at retail points too. 

Who enforces this?   

Why bother  Its not a consideration now 

Yes. Yes... yes, yes, yes!  But as far as 'g' is concerned, less is more. As little street furniture and road-

painting as possible. It's ugly, expensive and all-too-often distracting 

 

Policy ND8 – Safeguarding Residential Amenity 

5 square metres is not sufficient. 15 should be the absolute minimum!! 

Add:- Light pollution standards 

Again, development on Milford Golf Course will not conform to these policies. 



Policy ND8 – Safeguarding Residential Amenity 

Again, Milford Golf Course development does not comply with this.  Should choose different more 

suitable areas for development so can comply with these policies. 

Dear me. Baby and bathwater spring to mind  Such little space - you are just building up problems 

long term  

Do not allow shoeboxes to built so that the house builders get rich and the owners are left with 

crappy small properties - and they must all be FREEHOOLD - stamp out this leasehold rubbish form 

the start. 

Having lived in flats most of my life, I see no need to legislate for balconies. Balconies can be 

attractive but also an eyesore. 

I agree that the golf course houses should be designed this way Secretts though should not be 

developed and other the houses though should be developed in the alternative locations, in exactly 

this way. 

I think that the EH standards are the absolute bare minimum, and could be bettered.  

I think that the minimum private amenity space should be much larger. 

It will be very difficult to provide secure and private space to every dwelling 

Seems contradictory when the aim is to destroy green space 

Such a nice idea...am I turning into a cynic? 

the adoption of standards rather than guidelines is fundamental and should, in addition to space 

standards within dwellings also apply to minimum areas of external amenity space.    Note that 

Waverley housing standards for council built housing are 'stronger' than the National Standards. 

The minimum garden area of 5m2 for 3/4 bedroom houses seems very inadequate. 

The outdoor space does seem quite minimal! I hope that there won't be too many as cramped as 

this, especially if they have a poor aspect. 

 

Policy ND9 – Safe and Secure Design 

How much light pollution will this cause?!  

I agree that the golf course houses should be designed this way Secretts though should not be 

developed and other the houses though should be developed in the alternative locations, in exactly 

this way. 

Natural surveillance - what does this mean?  Has anybody really thought about all this? 

This is pretty wishy-washy!  Take safety a bit more seriously and holistically than thinking just about 

visibility and sight lines, important though these are.  This policy as written will do little or nothing 

to contribute to improvements in safety and security. 

 

Policy ND10 – Energy Efficiency and Design 

a) I disagree. Gas is the best source of energy from an environmental point of view.    c) 

photovoltaic or solar thermal cells are very unsightly    f) these are unsightly and smelly. It should 

be a choice. Hose pipe ban is a better solution. 

Far too ambitious and optimistic.  Need to build in some realism.  Also, why aren't all new houses 

built with full size rain water collection tanks under the houses?  That's done all over the world and 

is not exactly rocket science.    

having no fossil fuels used to heat new houses by 2025 is totally unrealistic. 

How realistic is the date of 2025 for no new homes to be connected to the gas grid and does the 

date allow too much flexibility for developers not to commit from 2019? Should we be defining a 

reducing annual percentage figure of connections from the beginning of Plan adoption? 

I agree that the golf course houses should be designed this way Secretts though should not be 

developed and other the houses though should be developed in the alternative locations, in exactly 

this way. 

I believe this development intending to start before 2025 so the grid provision is irrelevant  



Policy ND10 – Energy Efficiency and Design 

I realise you may be constrained in what you can specify in our local plan for e.g. types of materials 

or technological solutions, but comments such as "the use of highest quality thermally efficient 

materials" will in practice mean very little when it comes to trying to push the boundaries of what 

can be achieved.    It is good to see the comments about gas grid connections and water usage 

restrictions, but measures such as rain water butts sounds like a 1950's solution to a 21st century 

problem.    We need to investigate ways in which we can legally mandate much improved thermal 

efficiency of buildings and encourage much improved community solutions to e.g. rain water 

harvesting.    

I see no reason why solar panels should not be compulsory for all new buildings. 

I support fully the need for environmental efficiency. I do not support the notion of houses not 

being connected to gas. Biogas already makes up 15% of gas in the grid, and is carbon neutral. 

Biogas is easy and relatively cheap to produce compared to the current estimate that we need to 

quadruple the amount of electricity we need to generate from renewable sources (much of which 

will be from off shore wind farms which are very expensive to build). Keep the connection to gas 

and lobby government for more biogas.  All houses should have a 'grey water' system, not just 

water butts.  All houses should have electric hook up for car charging. That's essential. 

I would encourage the consideration of "brown water" use incorporated into new house building. 

Collecting rain and waste water in underground tanks for re-use for garden watering, car washing, 

etc. etc. Much more ambitious than paragraph (g) which is frankly the bare minimum. 

If new buildings can't connect to gas... watch electricity and oil prices surge! Let government-

imposed pricing policies determine whether gas is good or bad. :Keep the market as competitive as 

possible. 

Is it going to be built before 2025 ? I imagine it will be to beat the deadline for grid connection so 

the principle is worthless 

Is it realistic that homes would not have gas? 

it just isn't enough.  ALL new developments should include solar systems AND grey water 

reclamation systems.  

It will be very expensive to provide all this and at the same time be affordable. 

Key elements of ND 10 fine, but we need to make clear that we reserve the right to change these 

requirements as the recently announced Zero Emissions policy evolves. 

Let’s have zero carbon new homes and electric car charge points as well as access for 2 cars. Carbon 

fuel for cars will be banned from 2040 

Not sure connectivity to gas grid can be circumvented by 2025    Could be too ambitious 

Not sure if it is realistic concerning non- connection of gas grid    Totally agree on sustainable 

design matters 

Not sure you will get all energy off the grid by 2024. Development fine as long as there are 

commensurate road improvements 

Rainwater butts?  You are not serious are you?  Solar panels create so much carbon dioxide in their 

manufacture that they will take at least 20 years to break even  No Gas?  Open fires instead?  Ban 

solid wood fires in all new builds 

Regarding the requirement that no new homes shall be connected to the gas grid - I assume that 

this is to minimise future Carbon Dioxide emissions in the parish - however if this results in all new 

dwellings having oil fired central heating, or wood burning systems   to avoid the use of piped gas 

supplies then this will not be achieved. In my view it would be better to state the objective and not 

just one possible means of achieving this - and then to say that homes should be heated without 

generation of CO2 or smoke from other types of fuel ( such as coal, wood, waste )     Also - if the 

technology for heating in the future changes, will the plan be modified to include requirements to 

adopt best current practice.  

Some of these items are reasonable, others not. I have a strong objection to solar panels on houses. 

The use of solar gain should be mandatory from start of new builds. The water butt idea is only 

usable if the water can be put to use. i.e.. grey water or garden.  



Policy ND10 – Energy Efficiency and Design 

The use of solar panels on properties should be of sympathetic design and to be as unobtrusive as 

possible. 

We should insist on the use of solar technology at build stage 

We support all except for 'c'.    Roof solar panels currently available on the market are unsightly and 

a terrible blight on the landscape and certainly do not comply with using traditional 'in keeping' 

materials.  Only if the development of new materials allows for invisible panels to be installed in the 

future should this be included.    An acceptable alternative could be:    c) The provision of solar 

photovoltaic or solar thermal cells as part of development that are invisible and appear to be in-

keeping with traditional building construction to the naked eye or by ensuring that roofs are 

designed to maximise the potential for solar gain if retrofitted at a later date;   

Yes, that’s all good, BUT......can we achieve this by this date ? That's a tough one 

 

Policy ND11 – Services Infrastructure 

Adjust development plan based on up to date data for housing needs 

Any upgrades to services and must be done prior to the building of the first property on each 

allocated development  

Developers must either pay in full or make significant contributions towards the upgrade of any 

existing utility or local authority provided services e.g. sewerage to mitigate any further costs for 

existing residents caused by the new development. 

Final paragraph - as written it only mentions need to ensure wastewater infrastructure upgrades are 

delivered ahead of occupation,   However the first paragraph has a longer list of utilities that may 

not have sufficient capacity. I suggest all of these utilities need to be listed in the final paragraph .  

First para, last sentence should read 'This should be in the form ......... ' 

I  am not satisfied that the existing utilities will be required to fully justify any assessment that they 

make.  They should be required to provide a full technical assessment and be prepared to reply in 

detail to any queries and concerns.  A simple "it will all be satisfactory(OK) " should be rejected as 

an indication that it will not be satisfactory. 

I agree that the golf course houses should be designed this way Secretts though should not be 

developed and other the houses though should be developed in the alternative locations, in exactly 

this way. 

I believe there s a flooding problem along the Petworth Road near wheeler have after heavy rainfall. 

Will this problem be solved by any new proposals under the plan? 

I think we should press Waverley and relevant authorities to update their "High Level Water Cycle 

Study" to ensure that the local requirements for wastewater are considered in aggregate now that 

they have a good idea of the increase in development in the area.  Reviews undertaken 

development by development will not yield meaningful or cost-effective solutions for the area as a 

whole. 

I'm not sure if roads fit into this section - forgive me if this is misplaced.  Station Road is already 

dreadful.  Adding '00s of homes near the station on the golf course would be a mistake.  The bridge 

is too narrow, the river frequently floods, the junctions would become unusable.  Moreover, the 

footpath, already a scary proposition with occasional puddle-based Russian roulette, would become 

intolerable. 

No need for gas services if the 2025 policy is adopted. 

Providers of these services should be required to confirm that capacity can be created in all but the 

most exceptional of circumstances. 

The parish geography, being semi rural does not lend it self to major infrastructure changes. There 

is likely to major disruption to existing residents. That is why the number of houses built must be 

reduced and concentrated to social housing and elderly/disabled accommodation. 

There are already issues with existing infrastructure for  existing  residents therefore I have concerns 

how this would be achieved without negative impact on area 



Policy ND11 – Services Infrastructure 

This is absolutely essential.  There should be no overload of existing capacity that would lead to 

difficulties for residents. 

This is of paramount importance. Commercial development from service providers must be in place 

before development is approved 

This worries me - it's all a bit vague.  I think the onus should be put on the developers to ensure 

this is all tied up and finalised with the utility companies before they are given any go ahead on 

ANY planning. 

We strongly support the development of the land associated with Secretts as the key 

resi/commercial development in Witley parish. In addition to the arguments advanced in WNP it 

would be as well to emphasise the benefits of the Secretts option as ??? with the very unsatisfactory 

nature of the Golf Club site. If the latter proves to be unsuitable or is blocked by judicial review of 

cannot meet the conditions for sustainable development o the Secrets site is likely to be the only 

acceptable alternative. This alternative would also have a major benefit of enabling and direct 

access to the A3 rather than via Portsmouth Road and the centre of Milford. 

 

Policy HC1 – Landscape Conservation 

Again, do not develop on Milford Golf course as does not comply with these policies. 

Again, Milford Golf Course will not comply. 

BUT BUT BUT - do NOT chop down ANY trees and do not allow developers to cover trees in netting 

whilst they build !! 

Developers must continue to carry out ecological surveys (Brexit or no Brexit)    Existing trees on 

development sites must be maintained wherever possible. 

Every site is unique and every new proposal needs to be assessed on its own merits 

HC1a needs strengthening to minimise the siting of buildings (especially those of more than 2 

storeys) in places where they interfere with views from the village e.g. on hillsides 

I agree that the golf course houses should be designed this way Secretts though should not be 

developed and other the houses though should be developed in the alternative locations, in exactly 

this way. 

I fear that there will be a fundamental redefinition of these terms to suit development plans. 

In the introductory paragraph -   the use of "should" implies that there is some option to comply .  I 

would like to see " should" replaced by " must"     i.e. - All development proposals must be 

considerate of the local landscape and seek to minimise visual impact on the countryside within 

Witley Parish, particularly in the Surrey Hills AONB and Areas of Great Landscape Value.  In order to 

minimise landscape impact, development proposals, including those sites allocated in the 

Development Plan, must: 

LP1 has already approved redefining some green belt boundaries but sees no need to take Secretts 

farm out of green belt. given the strategic site at Milford Golf Club and proposals by Godalming for 

land near Aeron's Hill, the green belt land on which Secrett's is situated assumes even greater 

significance in landscape terms and should be retained. 

New tree planting vital for any new development. 

No evidence that the boundary hedgerow ( which is relic landscape) to station lane will be retained . 

It should be at all costs and would have a bearing on my overall view of this development  

Not build on any green belt areas or AONB or wildlife protected zones and the buffer zones  

Please try to place a ban on netting of hedges and trees before and during development phases.      

In bullet point B, can we not put this the other way around - to retain boundary walls and hedges 

except in exceptional circumstances that will need consent - where feasible is too weak and open to 

manipulation    In bullet point C, planting that complements the landscape is largely meaningless - 

what are we trying to achieve here in terms of visual impact and in terms of developing greater 

local biodiversity?  You need to take more expert advice here. 

See previous comments about retaining trees and with any new planting. appropriate species only.   



Policy HC1 – Landscape Conservation 

The strong support for conserving and enhancing the natural and scenic beauty of the Surrey Hills 

AONB is to be commended. Perhaps a little more could be stated about development proposals in 

the AONB needing to show they would actually enhance the AONB. 

The urban landscape as well as the "countryside" needs to be considered.  It is also important that 

we protect our "Conservation Areas" and this should be included in the policy.    i.e. we propose 

altering the opening statement to read:    All development proposals should be considerate of the 

local landscape and seek to minimise visual impact on the countryside and urban landscapes within 

Witley Parish, particularly in the Surrey Hills AONB, Conservation Areas and Areas of Great 

Landscape Value.  In order to minimise landscape impact, development proposals, including those 

sites allocated in the Development Plan, should: 

There is no evidence of the relic hedgerow boundary to station lane being protected  

There should be no loss of greenfield 

These natural spaces need to be COMMON land and not a way for the council to charge dog 

walkers, young families etc car parking tariffs. 

We should not support nor condone building in areas of landscape constraint e.g. AONB 

Witley village appear to be using the fact they are in an AONB to avoid taking any of the significant 

development allocation.  

 

 

 

Policy HC2 – Statutory Listed Buildings 

As I do not believe Milford should be left to shoulder such a huge number of new builds under any 

circumstances, I don't believe there would be any public gains that would outweigh despoiling any 

heritage assets.  After all, they are what gives this area its unique and pleasing character.  

Historic buildings and assets should be completely protected as they are integral to our connection 

with the community as well as providing aesthetic cohesion. 

I feel this allows far too much 'wriggle room' and that there should be the strongest possible 

protection for Statutory Listed Buildings and that to "preserve or enhance the buildings and their 

settings, and any features of special architectural or historic interest" should be a priority over other 

considerations.   

I live in a period cottage with a listed barn, and over the years have found Waverley's lists of Listed 

Buildings in the Parish confused and confusing.  I should like to be reassured that Waverley really 

knows what its listed buildings are.  It would seem very sensible for WPC to review the 

Waverley/Historic England lists, as they are at the grass roots level. 

I think harm of any kind to Listed Buildings or heritage asset should not be permitted, not simply 

'substantial' harm. This is too relaxed for my liking. 

I think substantial public benefits should encompass impact on carbon footprint. How do we offset 

Heritage against saving the planet. 

I think we need look at everything on a common sense. For example, apparently the inside of the 

Co-op in Milford is constrained because the building is listed and a staircase can't be removed. If 

that's the case, it's bonkers! 

If its more than 30 years old, KNOCK IT DOWN and build a new better establishment 

Listed Buildings are listed as they are of historical interest and should not necessarily be destroyed. 

Listed Buildings should not be lost or harmed in any way 

The ‘benefit of residents’ .... it will benefit prospective residents. However, those who appreciate our 

small and historic villages will not accept the destruction of ANY listed buildings to accommodate 

more people. 

Who would ensure the policy is adhered to protect listed sites? 

 



 Policy HC3 – Conservation Areas 

Again contradictory- how can you propose protecting open spaces when you are planning to build 

on them ! 

As above, I feel harm to any Conservation Area should not be permitted, not just 'substantial' harm. 

Can we seek to achieve 'additional' tree planting on all local schemes where possible    Good for the 

environment; CO2 emissions and more aesthetically pleasing 

HC3a needs to deal with many more matters that cumulatively impact severely on the visual quality 

of conservation areas: a reduction in, and prohibition of more of the following would be relevant:  - 

hard landscaping  - wirescapes  - unnecessary signage  - inappropriate traffic measures. 

I don’t support building anything in conservation areas  

I think this policy sounds noble but the reality is that there are suitable development sites within 

broad conservation areas that are perhaps incorrectly included in conservation areas and there are 

sites outside of conservation areas that are greenfield sites that should be classed as conservation 

or similar and are being pushed as suitable development sites when they are not and which should 

not be developed  

I would support if the following is added:    f)  Ensuring that street furniture and the built 

environment within or in close proximity to the conservation area is aesthetically pleasing and in 

keeping with the conservation area and that street signage / traffic infrastructure is minimised / 

sympathetic to the streetscape and inhabitants of the conservation area. 

in a similar way to policy HC1 - In the introductory paragraph -   the use of "should" implies that 

there is some option to comply .  I would like to see " should" replaced by " must"     i.e. - 

Development in or within the setting of a Conservation Area must preserve or enhance the 

character of the Conservation Area by: 

Keep the trees, if the house/building is old, out of date and going to cost a fortune to bring up to 

date, knock it down and start again. We have enough OLD stuff already ! 

no loss of greenfield 

Restore as well as retain would be nice to see.  

See previous comment with regard to heritage assets.  This could be a licence to despoil local 

heritage assets.  Who is to decide what 'less than substantial harm' actually amounts to? 

Shouldn’t build in green belt 

That last paragraph is a bit of a catch all, isn’t it... 

These proposals go against preserving Milford as a conservation area 

Too much detail in requirements 

Why are you planning to take Surrey Hills AONB tracts of land for development??? 

 

 Policy HC4 – Non-designation heritage assets 

‘A balanced judgement’ leaves this wide open to any interpretation... 

Again as previously stated who would monitor this  

Again, who decides on what is a 'balanced judgement'.   

Any development near a locally listed building would have a negative impact. 

Does this imply the conservation of buildings of no particular historic or architectural importance? 

I'm all for some high-quality modern development. Our current generations must bring something 

new and positive to our built environment. 

I would strongly support Witley Parish Council undertaking to identify its non-designated heritage 

assets, sooner rather than later. 

Is there a list of non-designated heritage assets? 

It is essential that extreme care should be taken to ensure that locally important assets are not 

compromised by new developments and that decisions taken are truly impartial. 

NO, if its old, ugly and past its sell by date - KNOCK IT DOWN !!!  

Paint the phone boxes 



 Policy HC4 – Non-designation heritage assets 

Point C - I would amend the wording to be 'appropriate recorded and relocated or restored'. Simply 

recording the heritage asset should not then be sufficient permission to then remove the asset 

altogether. 

The words 'seek to' are to vague. Replace with 'must'. Anyone can say they sought to do something, 

but just couldn't do it. Make it a requirement. 

there appears to be no material guarantee of protecting anything covered in this section 

This is all too vague. What are the non-designated heritage assets? And how will WBC make these 

decisions? 

This proposal is not sympathetic to Milford and will destroy the village 

Whose "balanced judgement"? 

Whose judgement?  

 

 Policy A1 – New Community Healthcare Hub 

40 parking spaces sounds rather optimistic—that number could well be used up by staff in such a 

large building.   

Agreed; these criteria should not be compromised    A very key component of the emerging Plan 

An essential consideration 

As the houses should not be developed at Secretts, we should not have to consider this 

But where is it going 

Crucial addition - nonsense to add new homes, family, children without adding healthcare (and 

schools...) 

Do we need to build a new hub on a new site? Why not improve Milford Hospital to fulfil this need, 

develop an existing NHS asset 

How will this impact the existing surgeries and their staff?  

I have no evidence of this being a requirement. I have been very satisfied with the existing health 

service provided in the parish. I'm also concerned that the creation of the healthcare hub will be 

used a bargaining chip in order to further develop on exiting green belt land. 

I think that the development of the existing surgeries would be more appropriate rather than the 

building of new premises which would involve the destruction of trees and wildlife and green spaces 

which we urgently  need  to retain.  The surgery at Witley or Milford could be expanded upwards or 

out to the side to create more space.  Or, a larger house could be purchased and adapted to a new 

surgery but any new building works on green space is completely unnecessary and detrimental to 

our environment, 

If possible this policy should be more specific in terms of the benefit the community can expect to 

achieve from this development.  In particular it would be ideal if we can indicate the types of 

services we would expect the healthcare hub to be capable and designed to support e.g. x-ray, 

analytical services etc  We should indicate the nature of the location for the healthcare hub - whilst 

provision of parking spaces is relevant, or greater relevance is the ability of as many local residents 

as possible to be able to walk to the facility, or to use public transport 

It is essential that appropriate provision is made for healthcare and that our current excellent local 

services are not compromised by a population explosion. 

It is vital to ensure through new development in the Parish that the developers contribute towards 

this much needed local facility 

My only reservations are, firstly, that the Milford Cross Roads surgery is accessible on foot for a lot 

of residents in the centre of Milford so the benefits of the hub will have to be quite substantial to 

offset the loss of this, and, secondly, significant numbers of people living in the south parts of 

Godalming use Milford's surgeries; I think they should be consulted, too. 

New dr's for new residents 

Provided it does NOT replace existing facilities 



 Policy A1 – New Community Healthcare Hub 

Provision of this facility will be in a location easily accessible to all and parking spaces will be of 

sufficient size to accommodate modern larger vehicles and also include disabled spaces over and 

above the 40 designated spaces as detailed above. 

So where is this to be located?  Within the development or will you have to commandeer more 

AONB land? 

Supported on the condition that existing healthcare services are not lost.  (In particular, Witley only 

has one doctors surgery and we would not wish to see yet another facility in Milford at the expense 

of residents in Wheeler Street and Witley). 

The concern is that having a single hub means more people will have to drive there, and less will be 

able to walk. 

The hub will need to be in a location to which all can access. Milford and Witley surgeries are in 

central locations which can be accessed by many on foot 

The location of such a hub needs to be carefully considered in respect of the surrounding area and 

local highways. As such a building is likely to generate a lot of local traffic the placement of the site 

and the surrounding highways must be carefully considered so as to mitigate as far as possible the 

impact on congestion for current residents. 

The location of such a hub will be critical. It needs to be central and readily accessible by all forms, 

foot, cycle, car, mobility scooters and public transport.  Access for people with illnesses are not 

always able to use a car. 

The main issue here is work force recruitment as our current healthcare facilities struggle to fill 

vacancies with appropriately qualified staff and consequently are overloaded  

There is no mention of where this would be. 

This could be a big selling point for the WNP 

Where is this planned to be located ? Will it replace existing health centres,  will access be easy for 

those with limited mobility - will it be close to existing village amenities ?   As this stands it raises 

more questions than it answers .   

Where would it be put?  There is no room where the Milford surgery is currently, unless the car park 

is lost. 

Where would this be built? Paid for by whom?  Are you suggesting that all the local doctors would 

be under one roof?  We are not a town but a collection of villages and I think the people who have 

chosen to live here would like to keep it that way. 

who will man this hub? already national shortage of health care professionals , and if agreed will it 

be delivered , evidence in the Horsham housing development that healthcare and leisure facilities  

were not completed 

Why? 

Will that truly be adequate? 

 

 Policy A2 – School and Nursery Provision 

A holistic approach to education in both state and private sectors should be considered. More 

children are in the private sector due to the short comings of the state sector e.g. physical access to 

school. While this takes some pressure of state school places, if the ratio is too high, the community 

becomes polarised. 

Add dedicated cycle ways and separate 'walking only' paths. 

Careful consideration would have to be given as to where they would be sited. 

How can cycle pathways be constructed on the current road network?? not possible 

I can't think where such facilities will be built. Witley and Milford are full. 

I would like to see more advertisement and community awareness of plans already being discussed 

i.e. Rodborough school.  Make the community aware of plans underway and positively support 

these and promote these.  The community needs to see the benefits of where funding will go and 

see that plans are already underfoot not just ideas and documents. 



 Policy A2 – School and Nursery Provision 

If the houses are built in an alternative location - I support this policy 

Improved cycle storage on its own will not encourage cycling.  There must be clear safe routes to 

the schools and food enforcement of traffic law such as no parking near school entrances. 

Insufficient access for the number of school age pupils who require transport  

Just use what you’ve got more effectively 

New schools allowing parents to 'drop off' children must have a drive through policy whereby 

vehicles enter the school through one gate, immediately drop off their children in a designated area, 

and then leave the premises through another gate to minimise disruption to normal traffic flows.  

Alternative parking not affecting the drive-through route must be provided for parents having 

business to conduct at the school. 

Remove the " should" and the " where feasible"     i.e. - Proposals involving school facilities must be 

designed,  to include provision for out of hours use of facilities by local community groups.   

Remove 'where feasible'. You're giving developers/WBC a get out clause. 

Rodborough is already over subscribed and I assume so is the primary school 

School buses on our already totally congested roads? A convoy of school buses going along Roke 

Lane to Chandler?   Bike lanes and cycle storage are a good idea - and not just for schools!  What’s 

happened to walking to school? Are we going to completely forget that we live in villages? 

School developments should have sufficient space for the provision of outdoor play facilities, 

including team sports 

School travel plan must also align with the transport policy including cycle routes, not just lanes 

painted on existing roads 

School travel plans should include cycleway provision linking Milford School - Chandler - 

Rodborough and Witley Roads and narrow foot paths are dangerous options at present. School 

development should avoid destruction of outside playing field space. 

So where is all this to be located?  Within the development or will you have to commandeer more 

AONB land?  More buses to transport pupils to school so more road widening needed resulting in 

more congestion. 

suggest it might not be necessary if my proposals to the clerk are implemented 

The affordability of school transport is critical.  For example the school bus provide by Surrey cc for 

Milford residents to The Chandler is far too expensive.  When the Chandler was formed from the 

former church school in Milford the Milford residents were promised  FREE transport from Milford to 

the Chandler.  This has fallen b y the wayside and is now provided as a discretionary facility and is 

very expensive.  Only those parents who do not have the time to drive their children from 

Milford(e.g. work times are not consistent with schools times) use the bus and hence it becomes 

ever more expensive.   This also provides traffic congestion at school times. This applies to Milford 

Infants, The Chandler and Rodborough. 

The policy must make clear that developing cycling infrastructure is critical. Cycle storage is 

pointless unless families and young people feel safe to use the roads. 

We tried to implement this with regard to Rodborough/Rake Lane usage when the Witley Tip was 

enlarged, with no success at all.  What is going to be different this time? 

 

 Policy A3 – Local Green Spaces 

Absolutely support the identification and maintenance of as many green spaces as possible. But 

they must be defended against negative impact so they are usable as such. So, the space listed as 

"q. Land at the end of Wheeler Lane, opposite the Star"; fine, but the fumes and polluted air there 

must be quite high. I wouldn't encourage anyone to consider treating it as a space for any kind of 

recreation!! But great to seek to reduce the roads' impacts. 

As Milford is taking far more of the allocation than any other village this should be acknowledged 

and more green spaces should be allocated to this area.  

can you include areas which incur charges? These are not available to everyone. These are a 

significant proportion of local green space 



 Policy A3 – Local Green Spaces 

Ensure there is access to open spaces e.g. Jubilee Field is right next to a 40mph road, which means 

children from the south side of the village can't access the facilities.  

Essential to keeping the character of Milford and Witley 

Fields at secretts also greenfield area 

I don’t understand what this policy is 

I support all those listed.  However, I believe that there are other green spaces that may be missed.    

Should the substantial green space where Water Lane meets Station Lane be afforded the same 

designation? 

I’m not sure that grass verges at the side of A & B Roads should be eternally designated as Green 

Spaces, perhaps there needs to be some flexibility in the future to create a cycle lane for instance as 

there are precious few safe cycling lanes/ routes in the area 

I'm not familiar with some of the sites mentioned 

Land at Secrett's farm should be included as local green space 

Local Green Space r  - Milford Common, this should extend to the opposite side of the Haslemere 

Road to include the NT land at Oxted Green 

Should also include Milford Golf course 

Should also include whole of Milford Golf Course. 

Should protect all green belt land - what about other golf courses? 

Some of these areas would be appropriate - others would not 

The plan although referring to amenities with consideration to be made just not confirm there will 

be changes. Schooling, Road infrastructure, Health Care etc. Very poor short term thinking. More 

housing =  more people = more requirements!     

Verges such as those in Cherry Tree Road and Bypass Road, Milford are NOT "Local Green Spaces" 

they continue to be a hazardous are from both traffic risk and fume. 

We should seek to encourage developers to contribute toward new fitness trail equipment in both 

Milford & Witley Recreation Grounds 

What about Sunnyhill playground?  Also wide verges opposite Witley Rec, etc 

What are you trying to hide or change from what is current ?? These sorts of questions are very 

leading  and we could be voting for the cancellation of Christmas at this rate  

What happens to the land across Haslemere Road from Milford Common? 

Why not include wider areas of existing green belt and golf courses  

 

 Policy A4 – Future Green Spaces with Public Access 

Again, full advantage should be taken of opportunities to plant new trees and hedgerows in these 

spaces. 

Developers will try to avoid providing the required level of SANG as shown by the Milford Golf 

course proposed development.  

Dogs should be banned or on leashes 

Don’t believe the SANG at Milford GC is feasible, practical and deliverable    Detailed explanation 

about raising ground levels and deliverability required at 'reserve matters' stage    Otherwise Parish 

should not accept this SANG 

Future SANG should specifically NOT have car parking spaces 

Good to provide plenty of accessible green space—there is increasing conflict with dog walking & 

nature conservation on some of our local common land.   Areas where dogs can reasonably be 

exercised off lead are important. 

I don’t think this necessarily needs to be a requirement for all new developments given that we are 

in the Surrey Hills and there is a rich bounty of wide open green spaces in our locale already e.g. 

Rodborough common   Perhaps this policy should only apply to developments if a particular size  

If the houses are built in an alternative location - I support this policy 



 Policy A4 – Future Green Spaces with Public Access 

Remove the " where possible" .  otherwise the requirement is meaningless if sites for development 

are selected that do not have any land available for SANGs , and this will result in damaging visitor 

pressure on important habitats ( Rodborough Common, Milford Common, Witley Common, Mare 

Hill )     i.e.   Green spaces created in support of new development, including Suitable Alternative 

Natural Greenspace (SANG), must be publicly accessible at all times and conveniently located within 

sites in relation to existing built up areas and accessible by sustainable transport methods. 

SANGS are a nonsense in a Parish with so much open space. 

So far all the SANG's for the Golf Club and Ockford Park that have been proposed have been worse 

than a pitiful joke, the developers must be wetting themselves laughing that the useless WBC 

Councillors of the previous administration and the Town Planning department have let them get 

away with the abysmal offerings, please kick them into touch. 

Some concerns that SANG size based on walking route size are not of adequate size by using a 

convoluted suggested path rather than measuring a true representation of the plot border in order 

to justify development and increase are of land for development. 

The more central the better    However the Milford Golf SANG is not usable nor practical 12 months 

a year due to high water table and flood risk 

The proposed SANG on Milford Golf course is completely inadequate and does not comply with 

these policies. 

There must be an emphasis on planting trees and wildlife-friendly features in these areas. 

There you go, soundly more like a city councillor or a MOP/politician - to vague 

These spaces should NOT charge for parking either. 

This seems a bit vague. Who are these spaces for, dogs and dog owners? Do they really need to 

usable after dark? 

yes but where? 

 

 Policy A5 – Play Areas, Recreation Grounds and Sports Facilities 

All developments should contribute to the needs of all local sports clubs 

All recreational areas would benefit from significant investment and development for toddlers up to 

teenagers. 

I hope this doesn’t mean that a sizeable greenfield site such as Milford Golf Club or Secrett’s gains 

approval because such pledges have been made by wealthy developers when developing sites such 

as these is wrong on so many levels 

I think it is more important to have natural countryside than man made recreation parks 

I would prefer to retain walking areas and wild woodland rather than further cinders areas 

Not sure how subject to compliance would determine the location(s) 

So where is this to be located?  Within the development or will you have to commandeer more 

AONB land? 

The plan above is very large. The play areas need to be immediately accessible for the developed 

area and not far enough away that it actually benefits other communities 

The playground at Jubilee Gardens is poor.  I have yet to see anyone enjoy the climbing pole.  The 

wheeled thing is simply too cumbersome for children.  Lacks imagination and utility. 

This is essential. Young people in particular need to be a focus of the vision for the future of the 

parish, and they need high quality recreational and sports facilities. 

This is not ambitious: Milford and Witley need more public sport and recreation facilities such as 

tennis courts, and paddling or boating ponds. 

Yes as long as the proportion of play and recreation areas is allocated to the areas directly affected 

by the developments. The plan should not give permission to a development in one village and give 

an unaffected village a play or recreation area.  

 



 Policy A6 – Community Halls 

Again if its cheaper or possibly better, knock them down and start again to include better 

ergonomics, insulation, uses, parking etc 

All development in the Parish should be paying toward new / enhanced Village Hall facilities in 

Witley & Milford    Very important for the Local Community 

As above, this is essential. Milford Village Hall in particular needs knocking down and rebuilding to 

be a vibrant community centre fit for our current and future times. 

As long as these halls are used for total use of the community and not hidden business use 

Better facilities at Milford VH essential 

GENERAL. A new healthcare hub would be needed in order to provide the facilities required as 

services develop irrespective of proposed developments. The timescale of the building of the hub is 

the first priority. To avoid a disastrous outcome for residents no further planning should be passed 

until a location is found and funding secured 

Improving what we have yes, but no new building works which would involve the removal of trees  

or any natural habitat  

It depends how big the letting spaces would be as this is could be just more development through 

the back door, creating bigger ugly building under the guise of communal space when in fact it is 

business space 

It is a meaningless policy. Encouragement? with money or words? Who's money? How will this be 

implemented? 

No mention here of while enhancing environmental and practical facilities retaining architectural 

style. 

Something suitable for Youth Clubs and Cyber Cafe's needs to be included to get the teenagers / 

youths out of the bus stops, park benches where they lack stimulus. 

The plan above is very large. The play areas need to be immediately accessible for the developed 

area and not far enough away that it actually benefits other communities 

They are the life blood of the community and could all do with a refurb particularly the one in 

Milford.  Provision is needed for the Milford Puma's Football club which currently has no permanent 

venue and is used by the young people of the Parish. 

This is Very Important    We must gain contributions toward enhancing and extending both Milford 

& Witley Village halls    New Development should pay for this 

would support refurbishment of community halls and new ones being build , maybe incorporating a 

church / worship facility 

Would the community halls obtain sufficient fund from Parish funds to sustain them in the future? I 

understand Chichester Hall is needing funds urgently to cover repairs and general upkeep and this 

may apply to other public buildings 

 

 Policy T1 – Improving the Pedestrian Environment 

Any attempted improvement to the pedestrian or cycle access to Milford Station along Station Lane 

from Milford village should maintain the sense of a natural boundary to the village at the River Ock 

and not cause a narrowing of the road. There should only be a footpath or cycle way on one side of 

the road (the Eastern side) to avoid a sense of creeping extension of the village towards the station 

and Enton Green   

20 mph near schools ? Crazy,  we have that already by law in places, and in others, there is so much 

traffic you are lucky to get 10 mph. Leave it as is, train the kinds at school NOT to play in the traffic, 

plus build subways and/or pedestrian bridges over the roads so you don’t need so many traffic 

lights etc. 

A footpath to the train station from the centre of Milford village through the new development on 

the golf course is vital and should be a deal breaker with the developer.  You take your life in your 

hands every time you walk up to catch the train and now with huge lorries and even more lunatic 

drivers on Station Lane, let alone dodging the splash from cars speeding through the puddles, it’s a 

fatality waiting to happen.  The road has only just been re-surfaced but I noticed last week that 



 Policy T1 – Improving the Pedestrian Environment 

there are now even more puddles than before. No new drains so streams are still flowing down the 

road.   I won’t even mention what it’s like at night...   

An improvement to Station Lane, Milford is essential.  It is potentially dangerous to walk along the 

narrow pavement..... widening this, while retaining, as much as possibility, the pleasant rural nature 

of the road should be a priority. 

Any attempted improvement to the pedestrian or cycle access to Milford Station along Station Lane 

from Milford village should maintain the sense of a natural boundary to the village at the River Ock 

and not cause a narrowing of the road. There should only be a footpath or cycle way on one side of 

the road (the Eastern side) to avoid a sense of creeping extension of the village towards the station 

and Enton Green   

Any attempted improvement to the pedestrian or cycle access to Milford Station along Station Lane 

from Milford village should maintain the sense of a natural boundary to the village at the River Ock 

and not cause a narrowing of the road. There should only be a footpath or cycle way on one side of 

the road (the Eastern side) to avoid a sense of creeping extension of the village towards the station 

and Enton Green   

Any changed to the pedestrian or cycle access to Milford Station along Station Lane from Milford 

village should maintain the sense of a natural boundary to Milford a t the River Ock and definitely 

not cause any narrowing of the road. There should only be a footpath or cycleway on one side of 

the road (the east side) to avoid a sense of creeping extension towards the station and enton green. 

Any widening of the footpath on Station Lane from the village to Milford Station should not further 

constrain the width of the road. In order to protect the sense of rural separation of Milford from 

Enton and to preserve the natural boundary of Milford represented by the River Ock and the natural 

boundary of trees along it, there should only be a single footpath on the existing western side of 

Station Lane, not a footpath or cycle way on either side. 

Any widening of the footpath on Station Lane to Milford Station should not constrain further the 

width of the road. In order to protect the rural aspect of Station Lane beyond the River Ock there 

should be only a single footpath on the side of the road that currently has one (the Eastern side). It 

would create a sense of urbanisation and spread of the village beyond its natural boundary to have 

footpath/cycle paths on both sides of the road. 

Careful consideration should be given to avoiding the use of speed humps and width restrictions, it 

encourages very uneconomical methods of driving. 

Do not develop on Milford Golf course as not able to support these policies. 

Footpaths particularly in Milford are in a terrible state and very difficult if you are elderly or have 

young children.  It is really dangerous crossing Cherry Tree Road at the junction with Portsmouth 

Road the crossing is blind and the cars are moving at 40mph - really need traffic lights to allow 

pedestrians to cross the same on Portsmouth Road by the chemist in Milford no parking and really 

dangerous to cross.  No refuge.  Station Road as I mentioned earlier needs a new pavement to 

accommodate a wheel chair and a network of footpaths to link up with the schools and shops. 

GENERAL: You put a lot of thought into the whole plan but my biggest concern is transport with the 

number of extra cars on the small roads and Milford thought must be given to the junction at 

Milford cross which will get very congested. 

Generally support this, and would encourage 20mph zones in all residential areas.    Specifically with 

the "lower" one-way Roke Lane area where it is an effective drop-off and therefore congestion zone 

for Chandler school: I would strongly encourage consideration be given to closing this road off at 

the Petworth Road end and making it two-way access only road. Reducing congestion and 

pollution, improving the safety of pedestrian access for the school commute and giving the 

opportunity to have a few parking spaces for the post office. This was effectively tested a few years 

back when a resident had the road closed for some building work. Despite initial reservations it was 

actually very successful. 

I do not believe any speed limit should be reduced to below 30mph. 

I do not support the creation of 20mph speed zones. I believe traffic is severely limited already by 

the current amount of traffic already using our highway network. I feel that limiting the speed to 
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20mph would be arbitrary and reduce the flow of traffic rather than improve it.  I agree with the 

widening of public footpaths but only at the cost to surrounding green verges and not road width. A 

minimum standard road width must be maintained for two lanes of traffic and this must not be 

reduced. 

I support the policy as long as we're not going to have loads more ugly signs and gallons of paint 

splashed all over the place 

I suspect this is a way to encourage developers to provide planning gain in a viable way. It does not 

address the primary problem - increased pressure on the transport infrastructure.   My concern is 

that in most cases new developments increase traffic volume. Volume can not be mitigated unless 

the road network is improved - and almost impossible task in such a built up area as Milford, or in 

rural roads that are not suitable for upgrade.    Mistaking pavement improvements as a solution for 

traffic volume is a mistake. 

I would like to propose another area for pedestrian crossings, where Portsmouth Road meets the 

A283. The reason is that there's a blind bend if you need to cross from the Lower Manor Road side. 

It's also difficult to cross with the cars going so fast. I would also suggest a speed restriction on the 

area of road where the Old White Lion Pub is. Cars often zoom past and there's a blind bend. 

I'm not sure what pedestrian refuges are and how effective they can be 

In addition - require that footpaths/pavements do not flood and  are not  subject to severe 

splashing from passing road traffic -  this needs to apply to the path from Milford village to the 

station  

need pedestrian footpaths and crossing , but how will the roads cope with increased load already 

grid locked much of the time ????  Need to prevent parking on all roads apart for cul de sacs 

Our inadequate road infrastructure already means drivers suffer unacceptable congestion in the area 

during peak traffic times.  Any suggestion that will lead to further delays to traffic, such as those 

listed above, will only serve to frustrate vehicle users even more. 

SANG crossing Station lane - inadequate and unproven    Junction enhancements at Church Road & 

Portsmouth Road essential    More parking at Stations 

see letter to the clerk much more has to be done as a priority before any new houses are built. We 

need to save Milford village otherwise it will be  overwhelmed with vehicles.  

Speed cameras or traffic calming measures needed on Portsmouth road leading to Rodborough 

common. Car race up to the A3 while children, dog walkers, cyclist go to the common. I have 

witnessed many hear misses. There will be a serious accident if traffic isn’t forced to slow down.  

Station Lane in Milford is a major problem.  It will be a key pedestrian route to the Station but HGVs 

are already having to mount the pavement to get through to Tuesley Lane farms etc.   Even if a new 

footpath is built within the footprint of the new development, this will not solve the dangerous issue 

of Station Road itself.  Unless the footpath on Station Lane is removed entirely, which of course 

would be an abomination. 

Station Lane to Milford is an accident/fatality waiting to happen. The principals set out are fine but 

are they truly factoring the increasing traffic use? 

Station Road is terrifying at best of times.  Add rain and puddles and it's awful.    Pedestrian access 

to Milford centre from Moushill is not easy.  I won't allow my children to go alone.  No pedestrian 

traffic signals, cars moving at +60mph along Cherry Tree Road.      Please put an attractive 

pedestrian bridge across lower end of Cherry Tree Road.  Otherwise, remove the playground in 

Jubilee Gardens.  Don't put kid-friendly services on the other side of a dangerous road!!! 

Stop parking on the pavements  There must be improved access to the station. I have concerns 

about Rake Lane with no separate footpath for school students and potentially the road being used 

by more traffic. There are not sufficient plans to improve church road/station road junction 

adequately, Rake lane will become a short cut. 

The ambitions for Station Lane, Milford need to be more definite.  The road (it is no longer a lane) is 

seriously overused, and so narrow that large vehicles use the pavement to pass each other, often 

bringing down large pieces of tree, and putting pedestrians at risk from wing mirrors and other 
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projections.  The entire section from Milford crossroads to Milford station and beyond to the Harry 

Hall farm needs rebuilding - now. 

The footpath to Milford Station needs attention including widening 

The proposed improvements on Station Lane for pedestrians and cyclists along Station Lane and 

Rake Lane in Milford are completely ridiculous and will cause an unacceptable narrowing of an 

already dangerous country road.   There should only be a pavement on one side of Station Lane. 

The provision of improved pavements is a critical need in our area, especially in Witley and the 

conservation areas, where existing facilities are nothing short of very poor.  This area of policy area 

really needs to be given greater prominence in the consideration of all local development schemes.    

We must be careful to balance the perceived need for street lighting with the essentially rural nature 

of our area, and to ensure that the lighting used is energy efficient - low-level lighting and motion 

activated lighting in certain areas is worth consideration.    Connected with footpaths is the need for 

improved drainage / water management and maintenance - proposed schemes need to be 

sustainable  

The roads leading to Milford station and Rodborough School are too narrow for the  amount of 

current traffic and pedestrians and the flooding issue on Milford station road also needs to be 

addressed 

The site is adjacent to a road with heavy fast traffic and with narrow pavements - the pedestrian 

area is unsuitable 

There is a clear need for improvement to the footpaths beside major roads as described in the 

policy.  As a resident who walks around the villages I have noticed how dangerous some of them 

are, both from their state of poor repair and the proximity to fast-moving transport. 

This is essential. 

This is the least satisfactory part of the neighbourhood plan. The car really is king in Milford and 

currently pedestrians seem to come almost nowhere. The policy is looking in the right direction but 

it's not nearly ambitious enough. Although the parish doesn't have any control on traffic policy, I 

think the neighbourhood plan should be more upbeat about alternative possibilities. A rethink of 

traffic management needs to be made to give vehicles and pedestrians parity and puts the onus on 

drivers to be aware of pedestrians throughout the centres of Milford, Wheeler Street and Witley. 

Rather than thinking in terms of pedestrian refuges, Witley needs to think of more cutting edge 

improvements such as seen in the work of Ben Hamilton Baillie in Cheshire. 

This needs to be done following the development that will take place at the golf course. The other 

houses though should be developed in the alternative locations and for those houses, I support this 

policy 

Too vague and disparate to be able to make any decision. Each element would require separate 

decisions. 

Traffic calming and new pedestrian routes should only be in areas affected by the developments 

We do not support the installation of a pedestrian refuge at Wheeler Street (which is a conservation 

area).    Alternatively, we would happily consider a speed table that was in-keeping and sympathetic 

to the conservation area (no barriers / fencing, no traffic lights, no illuminated bollards, no zebra-

crossing, no beacons, no signage within the conservation area and minimised signage outside of the 

conservation area). 

We would not wish to see New Road, Wormley paved nor additional lighting.   Reducing the speed 

limit would be welcome. 

Wheeler Lane in particular has become a speedway for traffic and is a disaster waiting to happen. 

There is a need for some careful consideration for traffic calming measures along this road. There 

have been reports of near misses and as a resident on this road, I have witnessed cars travelling in 

excess of 50mph along this road when school children are in the vicinity. Something must be done 

about this. 

Where new developments are proposed there MUST be pedestrian environment improvements. 

Widening of pavements is especially important. Especially on the road connecting Milford to Milford 

station 
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With the pending increase of traffic around Milford I suggest that real consideration be given to 

establishing a clockwise one way system around the Milford "square".  Commencing at the exit to 

Milford from Station lane, allow left turns only and one way westwards along Church road to the 

Cherry Tree roundabout, Cheery Tree road unchanged two way traffic to traffic lights , right turn  

and two way traffic to the Traffic Lights  at Portsmouth Road junction,  Southbound traffic only 

along Portsmouth Road to the mini-roundabouts at junction A3100 and Station Lane.    There would 

be bound to be objections but it would slow down the traffic and make for a smoother flow at the 

expense of slightly longer journeys. 

Yes, very much agree and where footpaths are too narrow, they speed limit must be reduced to 20 

MPH. Lower manor road at its junction with the Portsmouth Road, also the junction with Upper 

Manor Road is an example where children walk to school, but risk being ploughed down by Parents 

who drive their children to school and the commuting traffic. 

Any changes to the pedestrian or cycle access to Milford Station along Station Lane from Milford 

village should maintain the sense of a natural boundary to the village at the River Ock and definitely 

not cause any narrowing of the road.  There should only be a footpath or cycle way on one side of 

the road (the Eastern side) to avoid a sense of creeping extension of the village towards the station 

and Enton Green. 

 

 Policy T2 – New Highways Design 

A more forthright policy aimed at seeking the promotion of schemes and measures to calm the 

environmental impact of  traffic, especially HGVs, on country lanes through the Surrey Hills AONB, 

would be helpful.   The Elstead Loop of the Off-Road Leisure Cycling published by the Surrey Hills 

AONB Office and highlighting for the public 80km (50 miles) of mostly off- road cycle trails, passes 

through the north of the Plan area. It is requested that the Plan supports this initiative and also the 

need to improve a notable deficiency of it with a new off-road cycle way as a length passes along 

the A3 slip road north of Milford. The following link will provide more information: 

https://www.surreyhills.org/discover-route/cycle-surrey-hills-elstead/ 

Again, build more subways or pedestrian bridges, ban the use of speed bumps or 'sleeping 

policemen' and don’t even think of 'traffic calming' measures. Roads are for 

cars/buses/trucks/motorcycles - NOT pedestrians 

Again, Milford Golf Course does not comply with these policies and is therefore unsuitable for 

development. 

As a regular cyclist I have observed that integrated pedestrian and cycle routes are rarely done well.  

Often the state of the path surface is poor, those using cycles to commute need to be able to use 

cycle routes at a reasonable pace without having pedestrians in the same area.  Often it’s just safer 

and more convenient to remain on the road. 

Better junction at Portsmouth Road / Church Road / Station Lane is required 

Existing highway design needs to be addressed, particularly with respect to 'on street' parking. There 

is far too much traffic obstruction caused by inconsiderate parking. 

Give consideration to the type of road surfaces used - to improve safety and reduce road noise in 

residential areas.    Give consideration to mandatory air quality monitoring at strategic points to give 

us a more integrated view of potential health improvement measures in our area. 

how will congestion be avoided 

I support the policy as long as we're not going to have loads more ugly signs and gallons of paint 

splashed all over the place 

I support the policy but it seems to be more hope than expectation. 

I would consider adding "where appropriate" to this statement as shown:    a) Maintain the quality 

and convenience of pedestrian and cycle routes and introduce new features where appropriate to 

enhance the quality and convenience of these routes    I would consider adding "that are 

sympathetic to the streetscape, especially in areas of outstanding natural beauty and conservation 

areas" to this statement as shown:    c) Incorporate design features that manage the speed of traffic, 
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appropriately reducing speeds in certain locations without causing congestion that are sympathetic 

to the streetscape, especially in areas of outstanding natural beauty and conservation areas;     I 

would also add the following:    k) Consider comfort of vehicle passengers (i.e. avoid speed 

cushions)   

I'm not sure I fully support the last sentence. I agree improvements need to be made to deal with 

increasing traffic but this must be an improvement and must minimise the impact to the existing 

flow of traffic as much as possible. 

Improving cycle lanes is essential 

It is not explicit enough that cycling infrastructure including cycle lanes should be fundamental in 

the development of any new highways design.    Pedestrian crossings in Milford in particular in 

inadequate on the Portsmouth road and the mini roundabout/station lane. 

Junction for Station Road onto Church Road needs traffic lights as does the junction from Cherry 

Tree Road to Portsmouth Road - the slip road should be done away with as it makes it impossible 

for pedestrians to cross. 

Junctions Station Lane and Church Road need improving. Bridge on Station Lane 

Marvellous if it can be achieved 

None of these address the major problem facing the parish of cumulative traffic volume from new 

developments. 

Please see comment above on a one-way system in Milford.  That is entirely consistent with the 

provisions above. 

Reading between the lines, I wonder if a large roundabout at Portsmouth Road/Church 

Road/Station Lane is on the cards.  I fear this could significantly affect the character of the area. 

Review is needed at junction by station lane and church road 

See all previous comments concerning narrow roads, congestion etc. - in short there are already too 

many cars in the area.  It is now a nightmare to try to get into or out of Godalming from Milford, 

how much worse it will be with 480 new homes, signifying a minimum of 960 more vehicles. 

See previous comment about Station Lane.  Also congestion at Church Road/Station Lane is already 

a nightmare. 

See previous comments on Policy T1 

Should noise and environmental pollution be factors included here. 

The building of this enormous number of houses will result in a huge increase in traffic volume and 

this must be assessed and addressed in advance to find solutions NOW. 

The Local plan proposed too much development in Milford. This must be stopped otherwise Milford 

will gridlock and local residents and businesses will suffer. 

There is no mention of public transport - i.e. buses and integration of bus routes to railway stations.   

Even though bus services are currently privatised, new developments could make provision for bus 

stops and wide roads etc that would at least make better bus service viable.  Similarly, further 

integration of bus routes with the rail stations (Milford, Godalming) could encourage more use of 

buses rather than cars. 

these are superficial but necessary. The overriding problem though is to keep traffic away from the 

village centre see letter to the clerk by creating a new road from the A3 roundabout to the 

Godalming Road (A3100) and to introduce a one way traffic flow through the village. 

This doesn't go far enough. Pedestrians and cyclists need to be prioritised in all highways 

development, with the needs of car users subordinated to this. Again, look at how the Dutch do this. 

This is worded in a very generic way , and it is not possible to understand how particular problem 

road junctions will be improved when the traffic volume increases due to new development.    in 

particular - the current road junctions in Milford adjacent to the Co-op ( mini roundabout and 

turning to Station Road) .  if the development on the golf course site goes ahead , how is this going 

to be improved.   in addition - introduce option to compulsory purchase land to make road 

improvements ( such as widening the bridge over the rive Ock on Station road, Milford )     Final 

paragraph - change to say   Improvements to existing road junctions to accommodate increases in 
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traffic arising from new development must be provided ( and paid for by the development)  and will 

be supported    These comments may be more appropriate to Policy T4 , so I have copied them in 

that section as well.  

This needs to be done following the development that will take place at the golf course. The other 

houses though should be developed in the alternative locations and for those houses, I support this 

policy 

This policy should not be privileged over other policies (e.g. maintenance of conservation areas, or 

supporting retail activity) and policy T2 needs to be strengthened by adding "where they do not 

conflict with other policies in this plan" to the last sentence 

Turn right into cherry tree road from Rodborough common would reduce traffic on new road. This is 

used as a way to return from the common without going through the village. New road is overused 

by through traffic.  

We must be confident that 'improvements' are sufficient to meet not just the present requirements 

but also future growth requirements. 

 

 Policy T3 – Parking 

  Replace " Should" with "Must"    ll parking spaces associated with new residential development 

must be designed to support future installation of electric vehicle charging equipment by residents 

(i.e. passive electric vehicle provision) and charge point specification should be at least fast (7kw) 

rather than trickle (3kw). 

"...should be designed to support future installation of electric vehicle charging equipment by 

residents"   This is a meaningless statement.   Does it mean the space must have ducting and 

connection to the grid?  Or does it mean just an ordinary old style parking spot that can be dug up 

and a cable and charger installed to it? (i.e. nothing changed).   

Absolutely, PARKING PARKING - PARKING x 100 !!!!  Parking - plus disabled spaces. Shall I keep 

going.... 

Additional parking at Milford rail station is desperately needed.    Electric cars should not be forced 

on the public and they should be free to continue to use petrol or diesel powered vehicles if they 

wish.  

At least at Milford, any two storey car park is likely to impact severely on the housing next to the 

existing park, and some safeguards for residents needs to be included in the wording. 

Can we add something here to try and protect grass verges from being parked on.  In some cases 

timber posts could be used to protect more vulnerable verges. 

Double deck parking is required at Milford & Witley Stations 

Especially support the consideration of electric vehicle charging provision. How about having 

council provided available chargers in public car parks that local residents can access using a 

"resident's charge card" system? 

Estimates of future car ownership have to take account of political actions to reduce car pollution. 

this must go beyond assumptions regarding electric cars which are, of course polluting. 

I do not think  Milford Station should have two tier parking 

I don’t drive so this doesn’t really affect me but I have to say that I TOTALLY object to having to step 

into the main road because some idiot thinks it’s okay to park on the pavement. This is becoming 

more and more frequent. 

I don't support two-tier parking. At Milford station much better access needs made for pedestrians 

and cyclists. The vision for the parish needs to be far higher volumes of pedestrian and cycle 

journeys. 

Increasing parking at stations will only lead to more people driving to stations with one or two 

people per car!  We need to see proposals for improved sustainable means of getting to and from 

stations e.g. improved walk and cycle paths that are useable all year round (surface treatment, 

lighting, drainage etc considerations needed), and for improved integration of public transport or 

means to encourage car-sharing or cycle per journey hire (like Boris Bikes but in a local context).  



 Policy T3 – Parking 

Building bigger car parks is probably the last thing you should support.    ALL new parking schemes 

should include the actual provision of electric vehicle charge points, not just the ability to retrofit 

these at a later date.    ALL parking schemes should include the provision of safe and secure cycle 

storage facilities. 

Milford station is impossible - there are never spaces available for off peak travellers.  Parking in the 

village of Milford is already clogged up.  Where do you propose to put further parking areas for the 

additional hundreds of cars?  Delivery trucks are already clogging up parking areas. 

Most of the new build is in Milford -  not Witley - so it is pointless including Witley Station in this.  

Milford Station will take the brunt - and there are already problems with parking there.  Assuming 

that 25% of the new builds will need to drive to Milford station that's around 120 additional car 

parking spaces needed at Milford Station.  There is no solution to this, other than excavating to 

provide underground parking or building upwards. 

Need double story parking at both stations. 

need to improve parking at stations and stop parking on roads 

Not enough parking at Milford and Witley stations 

Parking is not the only issue re public transport- frequency of trains an issue at Milford and 

reliability. Public transport for school access also an issue. Both of these issues likely to increase 

congestion in the area 

Parking spaces at railway stations or near retail outlets will be of sufficient size to allow easy access 

and egress for larger modern vehicles. 

Sadly I don't see how this can be enforced onto greedy property developers! 

SCC need to insist on more parking spaces per house, the current quota was probably okay in 1965 

but not any more!!!  

The adoption of two-tier parking at Witley Station is likely to offer potential problems and we would 

not wish to see the current natural habitat damaged or an insensitive structure put in place. 

the new parking spaces should go under ground 

The parking spaces must be large enough for the current size of cars.  Many current residential 

garages are too small for modern cars. 

The railway stations should be incorporated into the provision of bus services at peak times 

There is no additional capacity for parking at the railway stations.  Again the local area cannot cope 

with the size of the proposed developments. 

There is no mention of public transport - i.e. buses and integration of bus routes to railway stations.  

Improvements in bus services should be sought or at least planned for, to reduce the number of car 

journeys to stations and the overall need for cars. 

This needs to be done following the development that will take place at the golf course. The other 

houses though should be developed in the alternative locations and for those houses, I support this 

policy 

Would there be enough space to accommodate this proposal? 

 

 Policy T4 – Transport Assessments 

All transport assessments must be independent and paid for by SCC 

As above, I don't see how this is enforced - a particular example would be the very negative impact 

of heavy traffic to the Milford Hospital housing development, in terms of congestion, pedestrian 

safety,  and the wrecking of the road surface in station lane 

Developers should fund a high proportion of improvement - see previous infrastructure comments.   

Developers traffic monitoring is often underestimated  

Fine words, but in practice nothing can mitigate this impact, other than building a flyover.  That's 

why the development at Milford Golf Course is an absolute disaster potentially.  At least if the 

development was instead at Secretts/Hurst Farm and a road could be built straight out onto the A3, 

that would be slightly less damaging. 



 Policy T4 – Transport Assessments 

Has the impact of the Dunsfold development been taken into account? 

I feel the link referencing Transport Assessment is too lax. I think any Transport Assessment 

submitted to support planning applications much demonstrate 'realistic' predicted levels of traffic - I 

quite often feel developers submit reports that suit their own conclusions in a simple tick-box 

exercise. I feel if this is disputed or even questionable a further independent study should be carried 

out for a decision for a planning permissions is reached.  I feel the use of the word 'severe' in 

respect of negative impacts is too limiting. Negative impacts to a certain degree, but not as high as 

'severe' should give rise to additional funding on developers to negate the impacts of any 

developers on our road network. 

Important to encourage minimal car use by enhancing walking/cycling facilities & public transport. 

Just say no  Its quite simple really 

Please see comments above about school transport and parking around schools 

Probably OK as far as it goes but we should try to be more specific in terms of ability to, in certain 

circumstances, do any or all of:    1.  Place restrictions on vehicle size / weight in certain times of day 

or days of the week  2.  Ask for monitoring systems to be part of the development - in support of 

traffic restrictions listed above and in terms of air quality  3.  Ensure there is linkage between this 

policy area and the need to improve pavement design, road crossing safety, wheelchair accessibility, 

and appropriate lighting   

Squeezing developers even further by expecting them to pay for infrastructure as well as CIL will kill 

small unit development! 

Station Lane in Milford... 

The developers are the biggest bunch of fib tellers ever, whatever data they come up with must be 

triple checked as they can't be trusted. 

The flow of HGV's through Milford - particularly on country lanes needs to be restricted. Signs 

saying 'Not suitable for HGV's" is not sufficient. 

The gold course and secretts developments will cause huge traffic problems. A major rethink of 

junctions will need to be planned for implementation before these developments go ahead. There 

must take account of extra traffic forecast by approved developments at neighbouring areas 

The need for more housing and for better transport seem to be almost irreconcilable without more 

joined up thinking at higher levels of government. 

The trouble with this is the phrase "severe negative impacts". There have been years of 

developments that have been judged to only have less than severe impacts. These have 

compounded to an overall impossible situation currently. Further non severe impacts will only 

worsen things. When I started travelling to work in Woking 25 years ago it took me 30 mins to get 

there at 8am. Now I have to leave at 7:30 to be confident of getting there by 8:30. and local roads 

are no better.  Please demand investment in the A3 from government to support this development 

plan. Please also put in place restrictions on the size & weight of goods traffic that travels on the 

A286 and A283. It would be tragic to have a fatality as a result of not combating the inexorable 

increase in this type of traffic, unchallenged. 

There is already significant traffic congestion at Portsmouth road/chapel lane junction at peak items 

and any further traffic increase in this area will make it fundamentally unsafe for pedestrians/cyclists 

and make access frustratingly difficult for local residents and shoppers using local amenities. 

This is worded in a very generic way , and it is not possible to understand how particular problem 

road junctions will be improved when the traffic volume increases due to new development.    in 

particular - the current road junctions in Milford adjacent to the Co-op ( mini roundabout and 

turning to Station Road) .  if the development on the golf course site goes ahead , how is this going 

to be improved.   in addition - introduce option to compulsory purchase land to make road 

improvements ( such as widening the bridge over the rive Ock on Station road, Milford )         

Additional comment - replace " expected" by " required" in the final paragraph   i.e.- Where severe 

negative impacts on the network are identified developers will be required  to fund proportionate 

improvements to mitigate this impact in order to make the planning application acceptable. 



 Policy T4 – Transport Assessments 

This needs to be done following the development that will take place at the golf course. The other 

houses though should be developed in the alternative locations and for those houses, I support this 

policy 

Traffic studies proposed by developers have been consistently shown to be fabricated, misleading 

and based on doctored data. Worse still the WBC planners and Surrey Highways have consistently 

failed to spot errors in submissions. they do not exercise robust scrutiny.  Projections of future traffic 

flows (in Milford Golf Course for example) have tabulated a 2024 projection that fails to mention 

Dunsfold park's 1800 homes and the 1500 homes currently being built in Cranleigh.  Why was this 

not rejected by Surrey Highways or WBC planners.    The result, in the case of Milford, is we have 

unsustainable developments that contribute to the already unsustainable, cumulative traffic volumes 

in the area. 

Transport and Traffic Assessments have not always given an accurate picture. e.g. the TA for the 

Milford Golf Course suggested there wasn't an issue with the Church Lane junction and traffic 

wouldn't be significantly increased by the development. 

transport assessments can be fudged to suit the developers. I refer to the report produced for 

Waverley in relation to Station Lane and the Golf club development.      There is no space for 

improvements to mitigate heavy traffic issues. Don't have the proposed developments in the first 

place. 

Transport Assessments must clearly show the allowance for traffic growth. 

Transport Assessment sounds like  a lot of money to achieve what - a few mini 'round-abouts', some 

speed limits and then, OK mate, you are on your own.    The A283 is already busy as hell ! Somehow, 

wherever possible, get the cyclists off this stretch of road. 

What will be done to ensure no deterioration to existing traffic flows, which are already very poor at 

peak times, during the building of any new developments? 

 

 Policy T5 – Travel Plans 

A good policy but successful plans require funding, so the part of the policy that states "...have been 

maximised and will be delivered..."  needs to have added to it "....and funded." 

Again the word "significant" is too loose and open to interpretation. All development will have an 

impact and must mitigate all traffic impacts and more. The roads are not fit for the traffic on them 

today, so retrospective work must be done.  This whole policy clause is far too vague and open to 

interpretation and therefore toothless. Specific policies are needed that lay down clear requirements 

on developers to mitigate all traffic impacts, whether environmental (pollution and noise), 

congestion, or safety (the increase in vehicle momentum through the increase in vehicle size, and 

therefore stopping distances - has been significant over the years, even with no change in speed 

limits).    We must reduce speed limits, introduce weight restrictions and bring in low emission 

zones. Or others (not the developers) will regret it. 

Again, our existing roads infrastructure cannot support current traffic flows.  How is this going to be 

addressed? 

cannot see how this could be accomplished in view of current traffic levels and need for action to 

improve traffic movement at this time .  Need improve  bus service 

Comments as above 

Enforced and monitored by...? 

Has the development at Dunsfold been taken into account? 

I DO NOT UNDERSTAND THIS STATEMENT - WHAT ARE YOU TRYING TO SAY? 

lip service! 

See earlier comments  

see previous comments 

Should this be combined with policy 26? 



 Policy T5 – Travel Plans 

Sustainable HGV travel modes?   I don't see what that means?   There are large parts of Milford and 

Witley that are designated "unsuitable for HGVs"  These are not enforced, so no amount of 

"sustainable travel modes" for HGVs will help unless we enforce Unsuitable for HGVs designation by 

physical width restrictions at key points.   

THATS A VERY GOOD QUESTION AND I DONT HAVE AN ANSWER - SORRY. 

There will be significant levels of stationary traffic at Portsmouth road/chapel lane in an area that 

will see many local residents and school children using the pavements exposed to increasing air 

pollution. 

These plans must integrate with other neighbouring parishes, particularly Elstead and Godalming 

This needs to be done following the development that will take place at the golf course. The other 

houses though should be developed in the alternative locations and for those houses, I support this 

policy 

This needs to firmer about a requirement to sustainable travel modes, not just supporting their use. 

This proposal - like much of this document - is well-meaning but has no teeth so is meaningless. 

triple check their figures, developers lie through their teeth. 

 

 Policy T6 – Cycling 

 The Elstead Loop of the Off-Road Leisure Cycling published by the Surrey Hills AONB Office and 

highlighting for the public 80km (50 miles) of mostly off- road cycle trails, passes through the north 

of the Plan area. It is requested that the Plan supports this initiative and also the need to improve a 

notable deficiency of it with a new off-road cycle way as a length passes along the A3 slip road 

north of Milford. The following link will provide more information: 

https://www.surreyhills.org/discover-route/cycle-surrey-hills-elstead/ 

Again, it is not broad enough. There is an opportunity to make cycling safer throughout the whole 

parish, not only on the main thoroughfare or witley to Guildford. 

Also on school routes, to the stations and between the villages. 

Any changes to the pedestrian or cycle access to Milford station along station lane from Milford 

Village should maintain the sense of a natural boundary to the village at the River Ock and definitely 

not cause any narrowing of the road. There should only be a footpath of cycleway on one side of 

the road (the eastern side) to avoid a sense of creeping extension of the village towards the station 

and enton green 

As long as green spaces (verges) aren't excessively effected / eroded. 

But please, not at the cost of capacity or safety by using the roads. I firmly believe it is safer to have 

cyclist sharing road space with pedestrians. The difference in weight and speed between a 

pedestrian and a cyclist is much less than that between a cyclist and a car or lorry. 

Cycle routes and footpaths need upgrading 

Cyclists already create congestion on local roads. 

Cyclists in general do not conform to existing traffic laws.  They cycle on footpaths, ride through red 

traffic lights and the wrong way in one way streets with no apparent enforcement taking place.  The 

creation of additional places for them to ride without any thought for pedestrians or other road 

users will only exacerbate the existing problems.  How will you maintain public safety. 

Cyclists should be restricted in where they can cycle and should pay a tax of £500 per annum to use 

public roads. 

I feel this should be a priority. 

I would like to see a more definite statement that proposals for a Greenway will be developed and 

then implemented.    As it stands it seems to be a vague aspiration and not a policy  

Linking Milford and Godalming would have a huge impact on the village and the use of cars for 

short journeys. The walking route is horrendous, and the road is dangerous for bikes. There used to 

be a permissive path from Secretts through Arron's Hill to the station, but this seems to have 

disappeared. 



 Policy T6 – Cycling 

More cycleways.  Fewer cars parked on the side of road forcing bikes into the path of oncoming 

cars.  More speed cameras outside (say) The Refectory to slow aggressive drivers.      Critically - 

fewer potholes that threaten to throw cyclists off their bikes into oncoming traffic.  A little empathy 

please... 

not a priority in my view 

Provided the cycle path does not involve taking a slice of the road for them. 

The current roads are only just adequate for motor traffic and using the present road space for cycle 

lanes may not be sustainable.  It is bad enough that the Developers were able to take over one lane 

from the road between the Sainsbury's roundabout to the Brighton Road in Godalming.  All the 

more annoying for the road users when a number of properties remain unsold after several years of 

being built.. 

This doesn't go far enough. Creating cycleways between villages, within villages, and from Milford to 

Godalming and Guildford must be done without conditions. All the evidence shows that where 

cycleways are created, cycle use rises dramatically. You have to provide the cycleways to generate 

demand, not wait for demand before creating the cycleways. Studies have proven that. Please be a 

visionary parish and really push for this. 

This is a very weak statement. Witley should fully support the "Greenway" which would help to 

alleviate the other problems such as traffic management and provision of parking spaces.  The 

"Greenway" should be a headline priority for the Parish. 

This must prioritise cycling connecting to Godalming college and between Milford - Whitley - 

Chandler and Rodborough schools.  

This needs to be done following the development that will take place at the golf course. The other 

houses though should be developed in the alternative locations and for those houses, I support this 

policy 

This should be priority! 

To include Elstead as critical in School access routes 

Why is this not extended to south of the parish, e.g. Haslemere? 

yes but how with narrow roads 

Yes but I suspect t that it is n most unlikely that people will be persuaded to leave their cars at 

home, or even in the street near their homes. 

 

 Policy T7 – Accessibility in the Transport Network 

Add to this space for bus services. 

Attempted improvement to pedestrian / cycle access to Milford Station shouldn't cause narrowing 

of already small road - should also maintain natural boundary of village at river oak 

By all means support practical measures but don't give an automatic veto to other proposals 

Double deck parking provision at Milford and Witley Stations should be viewed cautiously, it would 

be preferable to look for additional ground level parking and improved footpaths 

GENERAL. Currently the road system is close to the limit of service. A few road calming schemes is 

not going to solve anything with the massive increase in traffic created by proposed developments 

GENERAL: Station here has become very busy and it would only make matters worse to increase the 

pavement size. It seems adequate for the number of pedestrians who use it. The boundary of the 

village would then be expanded to include up to the station. The expansion of Thesley Farm has 

meant that large lorries and coaches now frequent this former country lane.  There should be some 

consideration of widening the A3 towards Guildford or digging another tunnel as the traffic on the 

A3 but also on the A283 and through Hambledon and Hydestile has increased significantly since the 

tunnel was built. 

GENERAL: There are many cracked pavements in the Parish and pot holes .    There is a need to 

regular sweeping of the pavements running uphill to paper shop, leaves cover 50% of the pavement. 

In autumn left unswept and makes dangerous for pedestrians. 



 Policy T7 – Accessibility in the Transport Network 

I might need an electric chair one of these days and I like to think I could get to a doctor's or 

dentist's surgery, the hairdressers and the shops safely including use of pedestrian crossings.  

Improved access for those with mobility problems to the public accessible parts of the AONB would 

be desirable and could be improved with developer CIL contributions. 

Needs to be a better bus service 

See comments on Milford Golf Course scheme 

'Supported' doesn't go far enough. It's a requirement. 

There already an abundance of crossings within Milford and although I understand the need for a 

longer crossing time I worry that this may negatively impact the flow of traffic within the village and 

worsen congestion. I feel current crossings should be updated/improved and the crossings linked to 

existing traffic control measures to reduce the impact on traffic flow. 

This needs to be done following the development that will take place at the golf course. The other 

houses though should be developed in the alternative locations and for those houses, I support this 

policy 

Wider pavement already needed in station lane 

 

 Policy E1 – Retail Uses 

A new and more diverse facility at Secretts is to be welcomed 

Each application should be treated on its merits and not included in the local plan. 

Far too vague so can’t support 

Fewer commercial spaces due to increased internet shopping - these spaces should be redeveloped 

for housing rather than spoiling more green belt when unnecessary  

Finding an occupier in its current use should refer to use as a business, not just current business 

type 

I agree with supporting one designated area for retail / servicing and consolidating other satellite 

retail premises to this one location over time if retail premises start to dwindle in number. 

I think these units should be treated as "windfall" sites for housing development. 

Milford town centre is too strung-out and is a little sad.  Needs to have some imagination and 

tighter clustering.  Secretts may offer the solution. 

New Secretts 'Retail' essential to any support for this project i.e. no loss of village shops and farm 

shop 

New shops at Secretts site v. imp 

Not entirely sure what an A class retail unit is, but any repeat of the questionable allowing of the 

conversion of the old Red Lion pub to the Tesco Express must not be permitted going forward. This 

together with the entirely unjustifiable introduction of charges to the car park on the junction of 

Station Lane and Church Road has only negatively affected the parade of generally independent 

shops in Church Road, by giving a grossly unfair advantage to Tesco. Just plain wrong and 

indefensible.  My general principle would be to keep non-locally HQ'd or non-employee-owned 

business away from the area if at all possible. The money they make is taken away from the area, 

and their have alternative agendas apart from supporting the local area. 

The one-way system(see above) around Milford is entirely consistent with this policy. 

The policy is satisfactory as it goes, but fails to discuss the problems of deliveries and other kerbside 

activities to the shops.     The accompanying text in 8.3 "Milford has enough retail parking" is 

demonstrably untrue, with the constant double parking and parking on yellow lines and green 

verges. 

The policy should reflect the changing nature of the retail sector and the exponential increase in 

online shopping. Where commercial or retail space becomes redundant it ought to be 

sympathetically converted to residential use in preference to the development on greenfield sites. 



 Policy E1 – Retail Uses 

The policy should reflect the changing patterns of retail shopping and the exponential increase of 

online shopping. Where retail or commercial premises become redundant they should be 

sympathetically converted to residential use in priority to greenfield development 

The policy should reflect the changing trends towards online shopping and homeworking with the 

resultant reduced need for commercial and retail space in places such as Witley Parish. When 

commercial and retail spaces become redundant it ought to be redeveloped t meet the current 

housing need. this will retain a sense of village community and is much preferable to spoiling green 

belt and rural land with development 

The policy should reflect the changing trends towards online shopping and homeworking with the 

resultant reduced need for commercial and retail space in places such as Witley Parish. When 

commercial and retail spaces become redundant it ought to be redeveloped t meet the current 

housing need. this will retain a sense of village community and is much preferable to spoiling green 

belt and rural land with development 

The policy should reflect the changing trends towards online shopping and homeworking with the 

resultant reduced need for commercial and retail space in places such as Witley Parish. When 

commercial and retail spaces become redundant it ought to be redeveloped t meet the current 

housing need. this will retain a sense of village community and is much preferable to spoiling green 

belt and rural land with development 

The Surrey Hills AONB management Plan and Government policy is not just about the look of 

AONBs but also about supporting local communities living in those areas. This includes access to 

local shops and community facilities especially for those who do not have access to cars. Therefore, 

the policy to support and seek the retention of local shops wherever possible is welcomed.  

This needs to be done following the development that will take place at the golf course. The other 

houses though should be developed in the alternative locations and for those houses, I support this 

policy 

Where do you propose to site new retail and service facilities and the car parking required?  More 

AONB land being grabbed? 

 

 Policy E2 – Employment Sites 

A minimum number of B Class sites (e.g. 15) will be maintained at all times to ensure no 

deterioration to local amenities offered in the area caused by the loss of these premises for 

residential use. 

Again, should be treated as "windfall" for housing 

But shame the White Lion site stayed empty for so many years 

Care needs to be exercised in considering claims from those promoting employment generating 

development that it would benefit the rural economy. Many such developments in practice do not 

and employ staff from urban areas and who travel by car through country lanes in the AONB and/or 

to sites in the AONB. The chances of those living in the local rural area filling those jobs can be slim 

as employers look to the most knowledgeable and experience staff to fill those posts, not that they 

live very locally. Weight should only be given to changes of use and new employment development 

in the AONB where the capital appreciation resulting from a planning permission is directed to 

measures to support the continuation of farming or forestry or the provision of local community 

facilities. In practice, the landowner merely enjoys the profit. An inclusion of some wording in the 

Plan in recognition of this would be helpful. 

Development of Secrett's farm will give rise to loss of employment. the NPSG has suggested that 

the farm is not viable and that it is subsidised by the farm shop. This argument is clearly invalid. The 

farm is perfectly viable if managed and run effectively with a view to farming rather than land 

development. It can ,furthermore, continue to provide valuable employment in the parish. 

Employment at Secrets required 

Just a shame you didn't uphold this to prevent the development of housing on the employment site 

at Ardington House in Roke Lane. 



 Policy E2 – Employment Sites 

Local Employment and new facilities would be a good thing 

See above 

Shops are closing at a record rate, partially due to the high rates being charged, don’t make life too 

difficult for landlords if they can come up with alternative uses for the property.   

Sometimes building on brownfield land that is past its economic best is a preferable solution to 

green field schemes 

The policy should reflect the changing trend towards online shopping and homeworking which is 

causing a reduced need for commercial and retail space in places like Witley parish. Where 

commercial or retail space becomes redundant it ought to be redeveloped to meet the current 

housing need and in order to retain a sense of community in village and town centres rather than 

spoiling more green belt and rural land with new development 

The policy should take into account the trend towards online shopping and working from home.  I 

think redundant commercial or retail space should be converted into homes rather than destroying 

green belt.  It would be an enormous shame to end up with empty retail space but to lose green 

belt. 

Think it would be better to use these as "windfall" sites on which to build housing. 

This needs to be done following the development that will take place at the golf course. The other 

houses though should be developed in the alternative locations and for those houses, I support this 

policy 

This policy is in conflict with policy ND1. This policy should prevail. 

The policy should reflect the current trend towards online shopping and homeworking with the 

resultant reduced need for commercial and retail space in places such as Witley Parish.  When 

commercial and retail spaces become redundant they should be redeveloped to meet the current 

housing need.  This will retain a sense of village community and is much preferable to spoiling 

Green Belt and rural land with development. 

 

 Policy E3 – Home Workers 

"The creation of a flexible workspace facility for home workers;" is a contradiction in terms. If they 

are home workers, then they do not need a workspace facility by definition.  This is too much of the 

nanny state.    Improvements to broadband provision, but I don't believe the parish or council can 

do much about it. 

As per my answer in overall vision, I believe that ??? retail spaces become available. They should be 

considered for housing so that it is not so necessary to expand and spoil the green belt areas and 

will increase the prospect of villages ??? their pubs and remaining shops 

Broadband - yes.      Leave flexible workspace provision to WeWork.  Don't need Government 

intervention here. 

Broadband provision and mobile phone access is currently v poor locally and fails existing residents 

therefore question how ample provision will be possible for additional residents  

Home workers work at home. Why do they need a ‘flexible workspace’? 

I support strongly as well as fully! 

I think this is fine, but the reality is that homeworkers already tend to work at home quite 

comfortably, so unless it was free and provided desk space and free Wi-Fi it would be pretty far 

down the list of priorities.  Also, the area is already fibred-up and it is up to individuals whether they 

pay for that or not. 

I would like to see the Parish look at working with BT Openreach and local residents to look at Fibre 

to the Premises. Although the parish has Fibre to the Cabinet, the local cabinet is in Wormley which 

is quite some distance from many in the Parish which then significantly reduces broadband speed 

from this point. A community enterprise to lay fibre within the parish providing to the premises fibre 

would enable the Witley Parish and any home workers within to have the infrastructure required for 

now and the future. 



 Policy E3 – Home Workers 

The policy should reflect the changing trend towards online shopping and homeworking which is 

causing a reduced need for commercial and retail space in places like Witley parish. Where 

commercial or retail space becomes redundant it ought to be redeveloped to meet the current 

housing need and in order to retain a sense of community in village and town centres rather than 

spoiling more green belt and rural land with new development 

The support should not include the use of public sector funds. 

There may be conflict inherent in this policy with conversions removing 2 bed and bungalows from 

the housing pool 

This is another example of a vague aspiration and not a policy .   There should be an intention to 

provide detail and require it to be implemented.  

This needs to be done following the development that will take place at the golf course. The other 

houses though should be developed in the alternative locations and for those houses, I support this 

policy 

 

 Policy NE1 – Environmental Implications of Development 

All of these things WILL happen if they build on the Golf Course. 

All very desirable, but I would not want to see beneficial development prevented because individual 

planning officers are disproportionately sensitive to such matters 

Do not think development on Milford Golf Course will comply with  these policies 

Don’t go overboard on this  

Ecological surveys to protect our natural environment and wildlife must be carried out stringently 

and mitigation effected wherever necessary.  As a community we must do whatever we can to 

protect and enhance all our  local wildlife, trees and plants.  

Environmental assessments MUST not only be desk-based.   Ask the local residents and take notice 

of their concerns 

Given the declaration of a climate change crisis I wonder if these statements go far enough. In terms 

of protecting local wildlife, green space and greenbelt. 

I do not agree with point f. Adverse environmental impacts should not be permissible under any 

circumstances. The ecology and environmental of Milford and Witley villages is a key value and this 

should not be compromised. 

In principal ok, as long as not taken too far 

It is anticipated the Government will issue greater requirements on proposed developments to 

include on site bio-diversity benefits and if not how bio-diversity off-setting would be achieved. 

No development in the AONB 

Please state that we seek to improve biodiversity in our local landscape, flora and fauna, and that we 

want to see proposals that positively build-on this ambition  

removal of the Secretts farm site from green belt gives rise to very significant environmental 

deterioration. This area provides a much needed green barrier between developed parts of 

Godalming and Milford.     Air quality and wildlife will suffer adversely if this site is developed. The 

trees, hedgerows and ponds are all important constituents of ecological networks, which have 

already suffered greatly in recent years and will be hit again by developments at Milford Golf Course 

and Aaron's hill. 

The entire development proposal is not environmentally appropriate for the AONB 

This needs to be done following the development that will take place at the golf course. The other 

houses though should be developed in the alternative locations and for those houses, I support this 

policy 

This section focuses on the heaths and commons specifically but, in view of the golf course 

development, the course of the Ock between the railway/Rake Lane and the Milford House area also 

deserves specific mention. This is a habitat for animals such as snakes and bats and acts as a nature 



 Policy NE1 – Environmental Implications of Development 

corridor and as such will be even more important when it has housing on both sides. In addition, the 

area contains a number of dangers - e.g. the stream, ticks and poisonous plants. 

We do not support the building on any green space that would involve removal of trees or any 

natural habitats  

Who judges whether the benefits of a proposal demonstrably outweighs the harm? 

Why do we only consider not making things worse? How about insisting that developments improve 

the environment? 

 

 Policy NE2 – Trees and Hedgerows 

Again, development on Milford Golf Course does not comply with these policies. 

As above, why only replacement planting as "payment" for removing a significant tree or hedgerow? 

Why not insist on an increase in the overall use of trees and hedgerows? 

As with all of these, there is a 'get-out clause' - vis "unless it can be clearly shown that this is not 

feasible."  This in effect renders the policy useless. 

Do not allow mature trees or hedgerows of special significance to be removed 

Do not think that development on Milford Golf Course will comply with these policies 

For us, 1:1 replacement planting is not acceptable.  When trees (especially mature trees) are lost, the 

replanting should be at least 5:1 (more for significant / mature trees) especially considering that not 

all trees will survive to reach the same age of the tree being lost, let alone that newly planted trees 

do not provide the same natural habitat as a mature tree.    I also urge you to remove the comment 

"unless it can be clearly shown that this is not feasible".  It will always be feasible, even if the 

developer has to plant outside of the immediate area being developed.  (There are plenty of areas 

both in and around our parishes where trees can be planted.)    Also, can we make it 60 months, not 

just 24 months for compensation planting. 

Given the declaration of a climate change crisis I wonder if these statements go far enough. In terms 

of protecting local wildlife, green space and greenbelt.  I think 1: 1 replacement of trees would be 

insufficient. Do trees automatically get protected status to ensure they are retained in the future. I've 

seen statistics that only 54% of newly planted trees survive after 5 years. Therefore should we not be 

looking at replacing each tree lost with at least 2. Furthermore given the climate change crisis 

declaration we should be increasing the number of trees rather than simply keeping status quo.  

I believe the 24 month time window on the removal of trees or hedgerows should be increased - 

given the length of time for planning applications, especially if applications are amended or re-

submitted or granted on appeal, this period is not long enough to protect the environment. 

I do not feel there should be any removal of mature trees as replacements would change the 

appearance of the countryside and impact on AONB 

I think we should be pressing for maximum amount possible tree planting in and around new 

developments. 

Remove the wording that gives the option not to replace mature trees .    i.e. Development 

proposals that would result in the loss of mature trees of arboreal significance will be required to 

undertake 1:1 replacement planting .    Similarly - replace " expect" with " require"     If mature trees 

or hedgerows of special significance are removed within 24 months prior to a planning application, 

WNP will require replacement planting to be undertaken by the developer to compensate for the 

loss of such trees or hedgerows as part of any landscaping scheme.       

See response to 34 above 

Some reference would be helpful to caution needing to be exercised in considering the advantages 

of existing or proposed screening of proposed developments as the development may well exist 

longer than any tree and shrubbery screening. Vegetation can be lost for many natural and man 

influenced reasons.  

spelling error of Trees see para 2 " Tress " 



 Policy NE2 – Trees and Hedgerows 

Still waiting for the replacement cherry trees to be planted along Cherry Tree Road.  Who is going to 

enforce and monitor this on new developments when you can’t enforce it in areas where you 

ordered the removal of existing mature trees? 

There is no evidence that the hedgerow alongside station lane will be retained 

This needs more teeth. 

This needs to be done following the development that will take place at the golf course. The other 

houses though should be developed in the alternative locations and for those houses, I support this 

policy 

This policy appears to be ambiguous.  Developers should not be allowed to remove trees or 

hedgerows of arboreal and special significance but should adapt their development in order to 

accommodate the trees and hedges. 

Tress to be replaced by Trees (para 5) 

We should specify that we will not encourage the use of non-native species in new developments or 

compensatory habitat    We should positively discourage the use of netting of tress and hedgerows 

before and during developments    We should encourage the use of biodiversity audit before 

development commences and the use of plans to enhance biodiversity after development 

What is the difference between arboreal significance and arboricultural significance? 

 

 Policy NE3 – Biodiversity 

Can we add 'independently ' to the following text string as shown:  "Sites should be rigorously and 

independently assessed". 

Do not think that development on Milford Golf Course will comply with these policies 

Doesn't really go far enough.  A major development and it includes a bird box!    What about things 

like green bridges/highways so that wildlife can still move through an area and isn't blocked by a 

development. 

Green roofs and walls will be encouraged if a management plan is fully implemented as part of the 

proposals 

It is anticipated the Government will issue greater requirements on proposed developments to 

include on site bio-diversity benefits and if not how bio-diversity off-setting would be achieved 

Nobody really has a definition of biodiversity that could usefully be imposed 

Protection of species should be proportionate to the development, not over rule the development. 

Replace " Should" with " Must" several times  . Plus a few additions to the final section    i.e. - The 

protection and enhancement of urban and rural biodiversity will be supported.  Sites must be 

rigorously assessed for species present on site and proposals must not cause harm to the habitats of 

protected species without appropriate mitigation.    Design and landscaping of proposed 

developments must be formed in the context of biodiversity conservation.  Major Developments 

must incorporate design features that support local wildlife such as incorporating bird ( including 

Swift nesting holes ) or bat boxes in developments and incorporating features that will protect and 

preserve amphibians and small mammals.( ensure fencing incorporates spaces for small mammals to 

pass - hedgehogs etc) 

see response to 34 above 

This needs to be done following the development that will take place at the golf course. The other 

houses though should be developed in the alternative locations and for those houses, I support this 

policy 

We should see plans that have support from local nature / wildlife organisations with whom 

developers can work in the longer-term e.g. Surrey Wildlife Trust, RSPB etc 

 

 Policy NE4 – Flood Risk 

Again the Golf Course development will cause flooding if it's concreted over. 



As regards flood risk it is important to recognise and emphasise that any assessment carried out 

should take account of Environment Agency guidance on the effects of climate change. This factor 

should be important in assessing the risk of sever flooding of the Milford Golf Course site and 

failure to take into account  of EA conditions should result in a Council decision not to approve 

development of this site. 

Do not think that development on Milford Golf Course will comply with these policies 

Enforced and monitored by whom? 

Flooding at station Lane, needs sorting by bridge 

New developments should not be built in areas susceptible to flooding. New developments should 

only be created on land not at risk of flooding / outside of the flood zone. 

Rainfall run-off AND drainage are problematic at present.  There are some places where the existing 

provision is inadequate and is known to be so but little or nothing has been down over several 

years. The existing capacity for both rainfall run-off AND drainage must be increased before further 

developments are allowed. 

Station Road bridge is pinch-point because (a) bridge is too narrow for existing traffic demands and 

(b) road floods.  Please don't allow new homes to be built down there! 

The Milford Golf Club site is on a flood plain with all the issues that entails.  Also, hard standing of 

parking spaces should not be allowed, and an alternative should be designed in. 

There is significant flooding along Station Lane from the bridge near the golf course right over to 

the crossroads at Hydestile. This road is not suitable for any more development which would only 

serve to increase the flooding 

There should be no development in flood zones 2 and 3 

This has already been shown as valueless - there were significant issues, for instance, with the 

ground water assessment made regarding the expansion of Witley tip, and the Environment Agency 

and Surrey CC were found to have deliberately overlooked much of the data concerning ground 

water pollution and flood risk. So what is going to be different about any future developments?  

Station Lane is in a ridiculous flooding area.  

This needs to be done following the development that will take place at the golf course. The other 

houses though should be developed in the alternative locations and for those houses, I support this 

policy 

This was clearly ignored in the approval given to the development of Milford golf course what 

guarantees do we have that sufficient importance will be given to any new developments  

Urgent need for dog waste bin 

Very concerned about River Ock and bridge in Station Lane Milford 

We should link this with the need to provide rain-water harvesting systems in new developments 

with the use of this for "brown water" applications e.g. gardens and allotments, wildlife ponds etc 

  

 Policy ID1 – Community Infrastructure Levy 

A priority list for immediate delivery should be created e.g. Doctors surgery and Village Halls 

get funds from developers for local projects - very important. 

How much CIL will come in from the development on Milford Golf Course? 

I am concerned that this plan covers building from 2013 - developments that have happened before 

it is approved (2020) will not have contributed - is there anyway to ensure developments approved 

before the plan from now on do contribute 

I hope CIL is not seen as an incentive to development but a consequence when proposals are made. 

I hope that the CIL will be used to mitigate the direct impact of developments not to provide money 

to meet a more general shopping list of "community projects".    Milford Golf Course is a case in 

point.  The CIL money is being given to some worthy projects - none of which will reduce the 

unavoidable impacts of 200 homes being built in an inappropriate location.  the traffic calming 

addresses none of the traffic volume issues. the contribution to school and scout projects does not 

provide additional school or scout spaces in the village.   Clearly the developer just pays the money 

and in exchange gets their consent -CIL does not make their development more suitable. 



It should all be available to enhance Milford 

it's not explained properly 

Monies for enhanced Village Halls and Sports facilities is vital 

Not sure what this means, do businesses need to contribute, or course 

Nothing will make up for the horror of nearly 500 new homes built in Milford.  Particularly not a 

couple of measly play parks.  But whatever money is available should be spent within the village that 

is bearing the brunt of the development - which is Milford - not Witley. 

Shame WBC screwed up and we're missing out on £millions because they were so useless 

The CIL should be spent on preserving the green belt and providing grants to owners of listed 

buildings to carry out repairs. 

The cost of CIL just gets passed on to the buyers and makes housing more expensive.    The council 

will get additional revenue in council tax from the new inhabitants, This should cover the costs of 

providing services to a greater population 

The policy should state that those areas immediately affected by development should receive a 

higher proportion of the CIL. E.g. a village unaffected by development should not benefit from CIL. 

There should be No exceptions to an infrastructure levy however small the development. 

This needs to be done following the development that will take place at the golf course. The other 

houses though should be developed in the alternative locations and for those houses, I support this 

policy 

Use of CIL money should not increase carbon footprint of Whitley. 

What does the WPC infrastructure delivery plan say ?   How is it reviewed and updated and 

approved.  This will become very significant when a larger sum of money is available.     this must be 

part of a consultation process as well .  

What is the CIL and who pays it - the Developers? 

Why only 25% ?? 

Will Waverley pay over the money collected? 

You’re focused on the £££ not the area sadly 

 

 Policy ID2 – Off-Site Infrastructure Contributions 

Actually, I don't even understand what this means so have no idea of the implications. 

Again, Milford Golf Course. 

Does mean anything really does it? They can seek an opinion, but give it no weight whatsoever. And 

I presume will if it suits. 

Essential after Golf Course fiasco and handling by WBC 

I have no idea what sections 106 and 278 are. On that basis I am opposed. 

I support this fully and there must be real consultation,  i.e. consultation where the outcome can be 

modified or the plan rejected 

I’m not sure that residents views have been accurately represented by councillors and 

representatives in public positions or else how is it possible that greenfield sites that most residents 

object to seem likely to gain approval  

See previous comments. In addition Waverley are likely to ignore the parish council. 

There really needs to be a specific commitment to opinions being provided in a timely manner 

This needs to be done following the development that will take place at the golf course. The other 

houses though should be developed in the alternative locations and for those houses, I support this 

policy 

WBC should have to accept the opinion of WPC and all such funds should be available to enhance 

Milford 

Where Major developments are proposed and as a result the opinion of the WPC sought, sufficient 

advertisement and enabling of residents to attend meetings and comment on the proposal, thereby 

influencing the WPC opinion to be put forward. 



 

 Policy ID3 – Monitoring 

and having done all the monitoring, then what...?! If someone is found to not be in compliance, or 

not interested in conforming with the neighbourhood plan, how is it enforceable? 

Any reservations/objections raised by WPC in these consultations MUST be fully considered by WBC 

and, where a major development is proposed, be put out for public consultation. 

change final paragraph to say that the plan will be reviewed if the plan becomes out of date,   

remove " seek to "     i.e.  Should the Neighbourhood Plan become out of date, WPC will  review it, 

whether partially or in full.   

Developers laugh at Local parish and Waverley. They apply until council caves in despite 106 

requirements that are not adhered to nor upheld.   Planning Enforcement is a dept at Waverley.  

Surely this is misnamed. Their best quote last time ..... Do keep a log for us 

I would prefer 'seek' to be left out so WPC will:  a) meet ......  c) monitor .......     and in the last 

sentence WPC will review it, whether partially or in full. 

It is impossible to see how the funding would be adequate to minimise the impact of 480 extra 

houses 

Okay, so long as there's some mechanism that allows development to continue if monitors don't 

deal with matters in a timely manner 

Only those members of WBC from the affected areas will meet with applicants.  

Sounds fine in principle but the reality is that much us predetermined and this rhetoric is white noise 

This needs to be done following the development that will take place at the golf course. The other 

houses though should be developed in the alternative locations and for those houses, I support this 

policy 

This sounds quite resource intensive if it is to be done properly. 

What teeth does WPC have? 

WPC will need funding to enable this to be undertaken properly.  The cost of this funding should 

not fall solely on Witley Parish but should be shared by Waverley, Surrey and Central government 

 

 Further comments on the plan 

A Very good Draft Plan 

An excellent and probably one of the best of the many Neighbourhood Plans I have seen. 

An excellent document 

Development of the Golf Course site has so many obvious problems and use of the Secretts land 

instead is vastly preferable.  

I am fully supportive of the plan in its entirety and understand the need to develop sustainably for the 

future, providing new homes and relevant services in a sensitive and considered approach. I do 

however object whole heartedly to the proposed development of homes at Milford Golf Club. This 

site simply does not have sufficient infrastructure to absorb the impact of the this volume of housing. 

Station lane cannot be expected to function as the main commuter access to the train station in this 

context. Young families seeking to use this route to health hubs/schools/nurseries will struggle to do 

so safely with the volume of traffic on such a narrow road. It seems common sense to favour the 

Secretts land together with additional smaller sites to spread new housing in more sensible positions.  

I am opposed to the development of Secrett’s and Milford Golf Club. These are intrinsically important 

to the fabric of the local community and draw people to the area and enhance the quality of village 

life. We should not be building on greenfield sites that are currently operating as important 

businesses and employers in the borough !!!  The road Infrastructure near the golf course cannot 

support heavy development adjacent to it.  Both sites are in floodplains.    There are better / viable 

other alternative sites that no one seems to wish to consider fully or properly. 

I appreciate all the effort that has gone into producing this plan.  And I realise there are quite severe 

restrictions on our ability locally to apply new conditions.  But we are not ambitious enough in our 



 Further comments on the plan 

desire to see improvements to the quality of our local environment and the policies are couched too 

strongly in terms of MAINTAIN as opposed to IMPROVE 

I favour the Secrett site development over the outlying areas proposed as I think it could, with careful 

planning, , create more of a heart to an already sprawling village, rather than add to the sprawl. 

I fully support the proposal for development at the Secretts Farm site.  It's the only option that offers 

a complete solution to Milford's housing, business and social needs.      This one site could fulfil the 

Council's entire requirement for housing in a single site in the centre of the village instead multiple 

compromised sites on the outskirts.    The proposed site on Old Elstead Road is too small and not 

suitable because of traffic/access issues and damage to the tree line which is crucial to maintaining 

Milford's status as an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. 

I have sent a separate letter by email to the clerk that has some substantial proposals mainly 

concerning traffic and the Secretts site. 

I hope that all of the hard work that has gone into the plan doesn't fall on deaf ears and is respected 

by those who will undoubtedly stand to make large financial gain through the process. 

I hope the plan is adopted without too many changes and that it is used when deciding on the details 

of a planning application. 

I hope you can achieve all you have set out to do. 

I strongly support the inclusion of Secretts in the Neighbourhood plan.  It is a good site in the centre 

of the village with good access to roads and minimal impact on the existing village. 

I strongly support the inclusion of the site at Secretts Farm in the Neighbourhood plan and hope that 

Waverley Borough Council will actively consider it for inclusion in the second part of the Local Plan 

because it is a far better site than all others proposed, but especially it is a better site than the Milford 

Golf Course site. 

I strongly support the inclusion of the site at Secretts Farm in the Neighbourhood plan and hope that 

Waverley Borough Council will actively consider it for inclusion in the second part of the Local Plan 

because it is a far better site than all others proposed, but especially it is a better site than the Milford 

Golf Course site. 

I strongly support the inclusion of the site at Secretts Farm in the neighbourhood plan and hope that 

Waverly Borough Council will actively consider it for inclusion in the second part of the local plan 

because it is a far better site than at the others proposed, but especially it is a better site then the 

Milford Golf Course site 

I strongly support the inclusion of the site at Secretts Farm in the neighbourhood plan and hope that 

Waverly Borough Council will actively consider it for inclusion in the second part of the local plan 

because it is a far better site than at the others proposed, but especially it is a better site then the 

Milford Golf Course site 

I strongly support the inclusion of the site at Secretts Farm in the neighbourhood plan and hope that 

Waverly Borough Council will actively consider it for inclusion in the second part of the local plan 

because it is a far better site than at the others proposed, but especially it is a better site then the 

Milford Golf Course site 

I think it is a well-meaning document but sadly has no teeth, so is merely a wish list. 

I think that development on Milford Golf Course should not take place and that the neighbourhood 

plan committee should take all necessary steps to prevent this and to have development in other 

more suitable sites, particularly including Secretts 

I think the distribution of housing allocation towards Milford is unwise. Milford train station is now at 

capacity, and we should be looking to Witley train station to take some of that burden. There should 

be more housing options considered towards and around Witley train station. 

I understand the reasons why Witley Neighbourhood Plan Committee  felt it was in an impossible 

position with regard to LPP1 once Waverley Borough Council had refused to defer consideration of 

the allocation of the site at Milford Golf Course as a site for major development until LPP2 and further 

refused to include the site at Secretts Farm as a potential site under LPP1. However, the consequence 

of WNPC ceding responsibility for site selection to WBC has been a departure from the principle of 

Localism. It has resulted in LPP! not reflecting the public interest. It has potentially facilitated the 



 Further comments on the plan 

overdevelopment of a very unsuitable and locally unpopular site (Milford Golf Course). The policies in 

this draft Neighbourhood plan are excellent, clear and well-articulated. It would be very desirable if 

the WNPC could seek retrospectively recover the ground lost by ceding control of site allocation to 

WBC and do its utmost to prevail upon the newly constituted council to respect these draft policies in 

any development that is legally permitted on the MGC site in order to provide balance development 

in Milford to meet the housing need and minimise the inevitable pressure on Station Lane, Church 

Lane and the junction with Portsmouth Road. To achieve that objective the WNPC should insist on full 

compliance with Condition 28 in the outline planning permission granted in respect of the MGC site 

and engage with the developer to limit the number of homes that are projected to be built there. I 

strongly support the inclusion of the Secretts Farm site in LPP2 

I’m concerned that many of these questions are generic to any project and are ones most people will 

support. I fear the total of supported policies will disingenuously be used as overall project support 

but to be absolutely clear I object to greenfield building as a principle especially as open spaces are 

disappearing, and the government is trying to redress the concentration of housing density away 

from the crowded south east  

In my view the weakest part of the plan is the " blue asterisk" potential development area -  The " 

Secretts site" has many benefits compared to the " red asterisk" sites - it is closer to the village centre 

and amenities, and an appropriate SANG area could be allocated that would avoid damaging impact 

on the sensitive heathland habitats of Rodborough , Milford and Witley commons. The Red asterisk 

sites are not suitable in this respect .   Waverley council must be requested to change the decision 

made about the changes to the green belt areas to allow this. Hopefully since the recent elections the 

new council composition will be more  receptive to this.  

Its very good, a lot of hard work and thought has gone into it so well done to all those who 

contributed to it. Good Luck ! 

Milford Golf Course is not suitable as a large scale residential development 

my comments have sought to strengthen WPC's policies so developers are in no doubt what WPC 

requires from proposals and to improve our chances of securing beneficial developments. 

Nearly lost the will to live filling this in 

No 

No 

No building should take place on the area known as Secretts.  Building should take place, as already 

proposed and passed by the council, at Milford Golf Course and small pockets of land. 

No, and I am grateful for the time and effort that has been put into the process.  

No, other than to say I strongly support the inclusion of the Secretts Farm Site in LPP2 

Notwithstanding the WNP it should be borne in mind and put at the front of all decision making that 

this is a rural/country area within a region of Green Belt and ANOB.  As such any development should 

only be undertaken if it is strictly compatible within the confines of this area's designation.  The 

tendency for creeping suburbia and urbanisation is an ever present danger to be resisted at all costs. 

On the 27th November 1980 planning permission for 15 dwellings and 4 detached houses for the 

small wood at the entrance to Old Elstead Road was by rejected Waverley District Council.  The 

application was refused because:  1. It conflicts with the principles and intentions for maintaining a 

Green Belt within much of the County…..   2. The site lies with the Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding 

Natural Beauty, as designated by the National Parks Commission under Section 97 of the National 

Park and Access to the Countryside Act 1949 and the proposal conflicts with the policies for the 

control of development in such areas, as set out in Policy 82 of the Written Statement to the 

approved Structure Plan for Surrey 1980.  3. The site lies in an Area of Great Landscape Value as 

defined in the Surrey Development Plan 1971 and the proposal conflicts with the policies for the 

control of development in such areas as set out in Policy 83 of the Written Statement to the approved 

Structure Plan for Surrey 1980.  4. The site lies in a rural area and the proposal comprises an 

undesirable intrusion of ribbon development detrimental to the visual character of the area.  While 

some of these planning and development policies may have been superseded in the intervening years 

since this ruling the underlying principles remain sound.  This is a rural village in an Area of 
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Outstanding Natural Beauty and chopping down trees and digging up fields to provide small scale in-

fill housing is extremely detrimental to the look and feel of the village.    In addition to this damage, 

the site on Old Elstead Road poses very real traffic problems.  Cars often speed along Old Elstead 

Road.  Many pet cats have been run over as drivers are unable to see them in time to avoid them.  In 

order to provide safe access onto Old Elstead Road a large number of trees would have to be felled.  

The current owner of the field is clearly aware of this and has already cut a hole in the trees and 

installed a gate opening out onto the road in an attempt to convince planners that suitable access 

already exists.  It doesn’t.  A significant number of trees will have to be felled to provide good line of 

sight for drivers and this will have a massive detrimental impact on the amenity provided by the 

beautiful mature trees that line Old Elstead Road.    The site on Old Elstead Road provides the last link 

between the village and the woods and commons on the other side of the A3.  If it is built on the 

wildlife will retreat to the other side of the A3.  We won’t hear the owls chatting at night and, see the 

deer jumping in and out of the trees looking to snack on the roses in my front garden.  They will 

disappear and developers will apply further pressure to build on the smaller green spaces along Old 

Elstead Road and Lower Moushill Lane.  We need to think beyond this one field and look to what 

planning approval would mean for the future.  At the northern end of Old Elstead Road is a busy 

junction.  There is currently enough room for two cars to wait to turn right into Old Elstead Road 

without blocking the traffic on the main road.  With the proposed extra homes off Old Elstead Road 

requiring access via this junction the potential for serious traffic problems is clear.  This will be made 

worse when the new enlarged petrol station on this junction is completed and people start using it for 

their shopping as well as petrol.  Should the site on Old Elstead Road be approved it will inevitably be 

another cul-de-sac development.  More little corners filled in as part of a box ticking exercise to meet 

quotas rather than joined up thinking to provide quality additions to our lovely village.  The Old 

Elstead Road site offers no opportunity to add extra commercial or social spaces to the village.  It is 

simply not large enough to do so.  So, about 60 homes will be built with no green spaces, no shops, 

no business premises and no cycle routes.  They will simply be a way for developers to throw up easy-

to-build homes on green field sites before moving onto the next green field with their profits.  This is 

not what our village needs.  Our village needs a comprehensive plan.  We cannot keep filling in all the 

smaller green spaces.  Soon there will be none left.  We need to allocate homes to a site which offers 

more than just living accommodation.  We need a site like Secretts Farm.  Secretts Farm offers the 

opportunity to create something truly worthwhile for the whole village.  Its location in the centre near 

to all the amenities is perfect.  It is set back behind existing buildings so the look and feel of the 

village won’t change for the worse because it will largely be hidden from the main road.  As you drive 

through Milford it will barely be noticeable if it is designed properly.  The farm shop and car park 

which are so vital to life in Milford could be maintained or improved.  The potential is there for new 

business premises, playgrounds, social green spaces, cycle paths into Godalming and beyond.  There 

is so much more space that housing can be properly spaced out with adequate parking for residents, 

their children and visitors.    Throughout the UK, communities despair as planners approve 

developments that offer nothing to their towns and villages other than meeting government quotas.  

Milford has the opportunity to do the exact opposite – preserve the beauty of our village while 

providing the homes people need and the infrastructure for both new and existing residents.  Please 

build the remaining LPP1 housing requirement on Secrett’s Farm and leave the other proposed sites 

green and beautiful.   

Overall makes sense and is sensitive to the local community.  Well done and thank you.    Joined-up 

thinking is required.  If you build new houses, include services.  If you have a lovely kids playground in 

Jubilee Gardens, make the road safe to cross.  If you encourage cycling, make cycling safe.    The idea 

of bringing all development together into single area (Secretts Farm) is very sensible and appreciated. 

Please get this ratified asap before all these big developments come to the table. 

Secretts is a better site than Milford golf course 

Secretts of Milford previously put in submission for the development of their site and I wish to know 

why this is not being considered as it meets most of the requirements set out? 

Taken individually almost all the proposals seem wise and sensible. I am concerned that the 

combination managed by an inefficient local planning office would impose unnecessarily massive 
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constraints and expenditure on developers. Substantial protections should be devised to ensure that 

local planners act as encouragers of good development and don't allow their own narrow views and 

conspicuous inefficiencies to stifle desirable and sensible development 

The complex legal and regulatory framework against which the plan has to be drafted makes 

comment by ordinary citizens very difficult - perhaps deliberately on the part of those creating it.  The 

difficulty of penetrating the shield of that complexity means that there may well be pieces of an 

apparently well drafted local plan which I have missed. 

The Plan has been drawn up with considerable thought given to the impact major development will 

have on the area.  Its adoption will hopefully be to our benefit but this remains to be seen.  Without 

massive improvements to our existing inadequate roads infrastructure, supporting any new 

development will cause severe disruption to daily life for existing residents both during and after their 

completion.  Whilst some road junctions are mentioned for upgrade others also needing attention are 

not e.g. A283 Petworth Road J/W Milford Lodge, where the entrance was reduced some considerable 

time ago.  The effect of the change now forces traffic turning left into Milford Lodge to slow almost to 

a stop to avoid colliding with traffic trying to exit the road because the turn in is so tight.  Visibility 

from the junction towards Witley is also poor and could be solved by a reduction in the 'hump' in the 

A283 on its approach to the roundabout. 

The plan has been well thought through and it will never satisfy all concerned but a good attempt has 

been made.  Thank you 

The plan has developed well over the recent years and those taking part in bringing it forward should 

be congratulated on their efforts. 

the roads are currently not fit for purpose and can not be widened , the loss of the greenfield at 

Secretts would be disastrous  

The site at Secretts Farm in Milford should be used to fulfil all of the additional housing need. 

The team have clearly spent a lot of time and effort developing this. And good to be able to review it 

and offer commentary. Inevitably my commentary may sound negative, not intended!  General 

additional comment would be to ask why we seem to be trying to maintain the status quo? I believe 

we should seek improvements in the environment and suchlike from developers, not just replacement 

or mitigation for the damage they do... 

The use of land at Secretts Farm should be considered for inclusion in the local plan. It is potentially a 

better site than all the other proposals. 

the whole process has been poorly communicated, and there is no real mention of the extent of the 

actual influence that the WNP will have on any processes.  My understanding is that our views, as 

villagers, are not really taken into account at the higher County level. 

Very many thanks to everyone involved for their hard work on the Plan, which has to be our damage 

limitation defence against zealous government housing decrees 

We need more housing fast! I fear all these policies will add to the housing cost. 

We would fully support a redevelopment within the Secrett Farm shop area and the surrounding 

under used land. 

What a waste of time and effort.  Stand up for our villages and not crumble to ruination of local 

environment  

WPC must address the serious issue that Milford is receiving brunt of the development whilst Witley 

gets none. The development at Secretts can only go ahead if the development at the golf course is 

scrapped. Two developments within the same small area of the village should never be considered. 

yes.   the proposal on Milford Golf Course is unrealistic.  The traffic flows at the bottom of station lane 

will not sustain egress and access to another 200 properties.   The small bridge will be blocked in peak 

hours preventing access to emergency services.   The volume of housing is disproportionate for the 

location.  Also there is a drainage issue in that area which you may wish to look at in more detail  

 


